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New Series No. 430

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

Rotary Club Wants Manual TOBACCO PRICES
Training in City High School IN IMPROVEMENT
-sa

0
The Murray Rotary Club appoinied a committee to investigate
a the interest in and need of manual training in the Murray High
On Saturday afternoon about
School. The move war presented
1:30 o'clock in the woods near
by Dr. 0. C. Wells and he was
a pond at the home of Porter
named chairman of the committee
Lassiter. near Taylor's Store, a
with Vernon Stubblefield and Jack
large water moCcasin snake was
-Scisartseesesete-ae-memberw—
an-the-leaveir -whereDr. Wells explained that the
they were driving through picktraining would be worth much to
ing up dead limbs.
the -young men of the school and
Mr. Lassitere cut the snake's
would be comparable in value to
head off and carried the body
the home economics training of the
to the house and when measyoung women. The art of woodured it was 41 inches long, and
working would be the first unit to
as you have heard a snake will
be included and the art of making
die when the sun goes down,
things of wood would be worth
but this one never quit twisting
much no doubt. Probably to be
about hail 3 o'clock Sunday p.
included would...be metal., working.
m.
electrical work, wiring etc.. and a
Now this is not a fairy tale,
general knowledge in doing pracbut a true story.
tical things that a,re needed every
day.
The cost of equipping the high
school for the work has been estimated to be around $500. Dr. Wells
suggested that the Murray Training School might be included in
the plan witless competent teacher
in charge of the work pt both
Excellent Work of Camp Explained
places.
and New Program Is OutSeveral of the high school stulined by Guests.
dents have been contacted by Dr.
Wells and he reports that a wide
E. H. Ashbrook, engineer, and
interest was shown- by all. The
course no doubt would have more Mr. Williams, assistant agronordist
practical value for the men stu- spoke at the Young Business Men's
dents than any offered. Some of Club Monday night. The C.C.C.
the school board. members have Camp officials spoke on their work
in the county and the address was
-- been receptive to the idea.
very ehlightening to the group as
to the important work the camp
was doing in Calloway county.
Mr. Ashbrook explained that the
camp had worked on some 200
farms in the county and that the
members had set 1,185,000 trees in
Calloway and 90,000 in Graves.
Services for Beloved Woman Held One million five hundred thousand trees have been set this year
from First Methodist Church:
and the camp men are working on
Burial at Goshen.
15 farms on the East side of the
Funeral services for one of Mw- county at present. The men are
ray's most beloved women. Mrs. R. expected to set 200 trees each durM. Langston, were held Wednes- ing the 8 hour period of work each
day afternoon at 1:30 from the day. ,
First Methodist church. The Rev.
Since the camp nas peen located
0. A. Marrs elks in charge of the some 8,000 brush and wire dams
rvices and burial was in the have been built One at the hugest
toshen Cerneteryt-lJeath came to damp for p
prevention of erosion is
Mrs. Langston Monday night fol- on the Jesse Roberts farm and is
. ---4.vr1ni;_a three weeki illness Oita concrete. The Murray camp
Plfrarlyds. She was-W years of was the first to use concrete dams
age.
but in these cases it was necessary
-- Aunt. Lumbie Laegston. as she for the individual to supply mawas known .to a wide circle of terials.
friends and relatives, was admired
In the new work of soil censer,
and beloved by all who knew her. vation Mi, Ashbrook urged the
She was a member of the Cumber- county leeders use some means of
land Presbyterian church and held seetiring a limestone rock crusher_
----eneseibeesisip---at-Nerte --Pleasant 4o-make. evattable-the-rocIr et -HT-Grove. She was kind and generous. mon. .The coenty soil badly needs
and will be missed by many..
lime to prevent soil depletion and
Surviving
are
her
husband he stated that CCC labor could be
. -Uncle" „Bute Langston, prominent used in the mining. H. T. WalMurray oitizen, and a daughter, drop, Raymond Hamlin, and L. J.
Mrs. Allie Harbert. Detroit, two Hortin were named as a committee
eons Oahe Robinson. Sports, Tenn., to investigate means of securing
and Ernest. of Murray. L. if. the - crusher. The crusher would
Langston, Oklahoma City, is a pay for its self on a rental basis
-setti-aeh. She leaves two 'broth- Ashbrook explained.
Crouse and
Mr. Williams gave • staggering
Henry
--Crotar-and ten grandchilliren and figures on wastes in soil in the
nation and state that the work of
13 great grandchildren.
the camp now was to prevent new
gullies and erosion as well as
checking gullies already formed.
He explained that in Missouri,
terracing cut erosion from 27 tons
J. A. Olive. who has been named to 3ts tons. Crop relation was
supervisor of the Census of Busi- urged as soil builder and saver.
The new program has three purness for the first congressional district announced today that enumer- poses Mr. Williams stated. First
ation work will start in Calloway a demonstration program to study
county on January 16. 'He said conditions and means of correcthat Laurine Lassiter, Este-He V. tion: second an educational proOutland and Vernon W" Sinith l gram to get landowners interested
have been named enumerators to and capable of correction; and
third to give aid with CCC labor.
'canvass in this county
Offices of the census have been
established in Mayfield. and a
staff of five persons will be employed to handle the work in the
office. 'All census employees are
.boundy by a strict census oath not
to reveal any information contained
on business reports and the law
makes any violation a crimnal Death Came at Home of Son at
Pottertown: Rites.*t Center
offense.
Ridge.

Some Snake Story

CCC WORKERS TALK
AT BUSINESS CLUB

MRS. R M LANGSTON
RITES WEDNESDAY

Census of Business
- Is Being Taken

UNCLE DAN COOK,

Correction in Farmer&
Funeral servites far ideate
.
LItz4
Bank of Hazel StatementCook. 82 years of age. were held
Friday afternoon at 1 o'clock from
The Ledger & Times made an
the Center Ridge Church. The Rev.
error in publishing The Farmers
J. H. Thurman was in charge of
Bank of Hazel statement in last
the services and burial we-in the
riek's issue which ft heartily apolHooper cemetery.
c
tres for arid--haniens To corret.
Mr. Cook died following an 111The deposits of the Farmers
•
netts of about a week at the home
Bank of Hazel in state and national
of his son J. 0. Cook. near Potterbanks were made to read "due
town. He was a member of the
state and national banks" when Center
Ridge Baptist church and
' they shotld have read "due FROM was a
prominent farmer of the
state and national banks".
East Side of the county for years.
As the items were published it
His death was attributed to drepsy.
was made to appear that the
Surviving is a daughter, Mrs.
Farmers Bank of Hazel owed these
011ie Lambert. Illinois, and two
amounts and that they were liasons, J. 0. Cook, near Pottertown
bilities. The fact is that they are and
A. 0. Cook, of Hardin Route
deposits ot the Farmers Bank of One.
banks
national
state.
and
Hazel in
and are resources.
PRESBYTERIAN NOTES
he Farmers Bank of Hazel is
owe of the soundest in the state
Sunday School, 9:43.
and shaft_ ne.ver had a rediscount or
Church, 11:00. T)r. :deo. S. Watbill epayable on Tia-bonits.
The error is sincerely regretted. son of Louisville will preach
The congregation -is requested
It says tamed Use clasalfied ads. to assemble after the services.

HONOR ROLL

ti An a year in Calloway,
''""'Illaralsall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere in
$1
50t:.
of Krause:ay.
'
t9 An a year to any address
Va..'1"4"etber limp above.
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Bank of Murray
Re-elects Officers

CIRCULATION APRIL 1-4,60, MORN TO,
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Volume CIV; No. 3

3% SALES TAX IS Calloway Farmers Request
DEOFUND VOTED Adequate SubstituteforAAA
FOR STATE AUDIT
Johnson

The stoekholdem of the Bank of
• Correspondents and local adver- Murray met Tuesday afternoon at
tisers who get their copy in by the bank with a full attendance
Monday:
- -President Roosevelt, Secretary
present. The same board of diTurner Gives
Murray Marble Works
Wallace, and the United States
rectors that has served the bank
Gavel From Maple in
Peoples Savings Bank
Congress were asked to work out
Average Tuesday is $7.27;
was re-named as follows:
Chandler Signs Death WarChestnut Grove School
Yard at Birthplace "some plan or system that will
W. S. Swann, George Hart, Max
Wednesday $6.92; Seasrant
of
Sales
at
6:20
Levy
Malory School
adequately take the place of the
B. Hurt, L. N. Moody, Frank Beaon Average $7.06
P. M. Wednesday
Bank of Murray
Among the many gavels preAAA" in resolutions adopted here
man, J. D. Sexton, Tremon Beale,
Washington
Scatter-Brains
sented to the new Lieutenantand telegraphed to
M. T. Morris, L. L. Dunn, Dr. F.
DELIVERIES HIGHER
S. Pleasant Grove
Saturday. evenini bY farmen
E. Crawford, L., E. Wyatt, )
1... ii PASSED BOTHAMMS______ Governor Keen Johnson at the
TIFIAN-WAS EXPECTED
Tre/57-13T-ess-S1ioppe
opening. Orige Senate session
executives in a meeting held in
ChUrchill, M. 0. Wrather, E. J.
ONE DISSENT
Eagle
were two riven him by Senator
the Calloway County courthouse
Beale, Rev. W. P. Prichard.
The price of tobacco on the MurLynn,,Grove Hi School
T. 0_ Turner, Murray.
Saturday afternoon.
Following the election of the
Frankfort. Ky, Jan. 15.-Kenray markets has been showing
Capitol Theatre
Mr. Johnson particularly prizes
The resolution declared that
board the directors met and re- tucky'sas3
r.saA.
lesil
taxchandier.
died tosome improvement this week and
Kirksey Kinklets
"agricultural interests of this comthese gavels because they are
elected the officers and personnel
G
13..7(.21Vecrerriq
deliveries are much better than
DO. C. Wells
munity are in serious danger of
&a-follows:
who campaigned on a platform ad- Made 'from a MAPle - tree-Which
some expected. The sales for the
grew in the yard where Mr. suffering great and irreparable
W. S. twann, presidene,Tremon vocating its repeal, signed 'the reseason todate average $7.08. The As Result of Low Prices
Johnson was born in Lyon
damage by reason of the recent
Beale, first -vice president; George peal bill passed this afternoon in
sales for Tuesday averaged $7.27
county. Lyon cotinty, of course, decision of the United States SuHart, cashier; Rdv. W. P. Prichard, the Senate and last Friday
Many Dark Tobacco
in the
and Wednesday $6.92.
is in Mr. Turner's district_ Mr.
preme Court in declaring the AAA
Growers Plant Burley second vice president; L. L. Dune, House of Representatives with only
unconstitutional". Telegrams were
Johnson was born there, the
Total
assistant cashie&JE. H. Ross, teller; one
sales
Tuesday,
08,544
dissenting
vote in both
sent to President Roosevelt and
son of a Methodist preacher and
pounds for $4.834.89, an average of
The volume of retail trade dur- Elbert Lassiter. teller; Sally Whit- branches.
Secretary Wallace, and letters to
among the many floral offerings
$7.27. Sales by floors Tuesday: ing the last week of the year. was nen, bookkeeper; Martha Wallis.
The Governor signed the bill at
Senators Barkley, Logan, and Mcon his desk opening day was a
Murray, 14,446 pounds for $808.28, substantially ahead of the same bookkeeper; Velma Tyree, book8:27 p. m. in the presence of a group
beautiful wreath from the school
Kellar. and to Congressman Gregan average of $5.80; Growers, 14.- week last year throughout
Miss Ruby
Mae of
the keeper; and
legislators and others in the
ory.
teachers of Lyon county.
579 pounds for $1,250.29, an average country generally, according
Blakely, bookkeeper.
to
state reception room at the Capitol.
By unanimous vote, those present
of $8/1; A. G. Outland Co.. 37,519 Department of Commerce
reports
Took Week to Kill Tax
adopted
resolution
which
the
pounds for $2,776.32, an average of from 32 cities just received
by
took
the
General Assembly examong other things, endorsed -the
$7.40.
its Louisville District office.
actly one week to kill the law
courageous stand being taken by
Wednesday's sales were: 67,909
Year
end
clearance
sales
which Former Governor Laffoon
President Franklin D. Roosevelt in
pounds for 64,897.64, an average of brought satisfactory results and
had written into the statute books
support of the farmer". Wallace
$692. By floors for Wednesday: contributed materially to the inafter three bitterly-fought legislaand the AAA were commended for
Murray, 25,316 ;pounds for $1,893.- creased volume. Reports gave evitive sessions in 1932, 1933 and 1934.
achievements in carrying out the
08. an average of $7.48; Growers, dence, that following heavy reFinal passage of the repealer
AAA program.
17.569 pounds for $968.48, an aver- tail business throughout Decem- Mrs. Elizabeth Pace, 84, Services
Ed Filbeek, Tulles Chambers to
came at the end of a busy legislaTbe concluding paragraph of the
Held From Home; Burial at
age of $5.51; A. G. Outland Co., ber, coupled with low inventories,
Decide Place for Tourney:
petition read: "We urge. petition.
tive' aay that saw the Senate conWedesbore.
_
25.024 pounds for $1,836.08 an aver- wholesalers are counting- on--a
To Meet Later.
and request the lawmakers of Omcur In a House resolution for sine
age of $/.34. Top price for Wed- quick
stimulation
early
this
gress now assembled to cooperate
Funeral services for one of Har- die adjournmeat February' 157 the
nesday $16.75.
month.
Coaches of Marshall and Callowith President BoOsevelt in worksame branch passed a bill appro- way counties
din's
oldest
and
most
beloved
resiWith
prices
for
dark
met last night at
and other,
Season's sales total 296.810
ing out some system or plan that
priating
dents,
$120.000
Mrs.
for
Elizabeth
Ellen
a
Pace,
comprehensimilar
types
Murray
High
School to make Plans
grown in western
pounds for $20.956.89, an average
Will adequately take the place of
of $7.06. Season's sales by floors: end of this district disappointing. 84 years of age. were -held Wed- sive audit and survey of' the state for the district tournament includthe AAA in caring for the great
needs)
,
afternoon
2:30
government,
o'clock
at
and
two
bills
drafted
many
ing Marshall and Calloway coungrowers in these sections
Murray. 94.794 pounds for $5,889.problems of production and distri67, an average of $6.21; Growers, are turning to burley, and sales of from the home at Hardin. Burial in accordance with planks in the ties to be played in February. The
bution for the benefit of Agriculwas
at
Wadesboro.
Governor's
13-point
legislative
this
type of auction floors in wespro- coaches failed to agree on but few
84.578 pounds for $6,391.94, an averThe beloved woman had been ill gram introduced in the House. pro- questions as many of them hinged tural interests of our great nation*.
age of $7.56; A. G. Outland Co., tern Kentucky markets are provLeslie Ellis, prominent Calloway
117,440 pounds for $8.675.04, an ing highly satisfactory to plant: since early in January and her viding for state insurance and use on where the tournament was to farmer and chairman' of the
tobacera. Due to difficulties with for- death came suddenly Tuesday fol- of convict labor on roads and state be played a point on which they
average of $7.39.
co control section of the AAA in
eign markets and consequent low lowing a heart attack. She was a builditiepprojects.
-could
not-agree.
Principals
Ed
This week a year ago sales
this county. .presided over the
prices, dark tobacco planters are member of the Old Harmony
Cover:T.
1°r Chandler was a- specta- Filbeck and Tellus Chambers were
were as follows:
being urged by newspapers to Chapel Presbyterian church. She tor as the Senate, by a vote of 37 named to meet and agree upon the meeting. He declared: "Produc"Tobacco sales were much better
tion control was proving the greatwas one of Hardin s oldest resi- to 0, with one absentee,
ratified his place for the playing.
for the past week with an average abandon those types and concen- dents and leaves a
est success of any move ever made
large number request that the sales tax
trate
John
on
Miller
was
Burley.
RFC
unanimously
has
apbe reof $9.14 for the five days from
for American agrfculture. We bitof relatives and a wide circle of pealed at once,
and not be allowed. named to referee the tourney but terly deplore its downfall. Agrilast Wednesday until today iThurs- proved a loan of $1.000,000 to fi- friends to
mourn her death.
nance crop of Stemming District
that
is
conditional
since
his
fee
to
die
a
WEIS
natural death on June 30
day).
The sales for the first
culture m.ust not lose the great
Surviving are a son, Howard of this
Tobacco Association, whose memyear as originally planned. presented to them for his services gains already achieved
week were $8.82 .and much more
We imbership is composed of about 6000 Pace. Chicago; three daughters, After the result had been announc- in Calloway county. If played, in
tobacco has been Placed on the
plore the secretary of Agriculture
farmers in seven" Western Ken- Mrs. Curt McDaniel, Murray, Mrs. ed, he thanked the Senate
Benton, a further agreement with
for 'their
market during the past week."
and Congress for a substitute measthem will have to be made.
tucky counties; loan of $2,000.080 Sophia Crass. Murray, and Mrs. co-operation, promised
them "I
ure, approkimately as nearly as
from same source zipproved for Sally Pace, Hardin. 5be also haven't
Coach
Ty
Holland presided at the
anything up my sleeve,"
possible the same benefit; and
leaves. 17 grandchildren and 8
Eastern Dark Fired Association,
meeting
and
Matt Sparkman, Benand challenged lehem to "conic
control as the Adjustment Control
grandchildren.
alorig with me fuelber and leet do ton, acted as- secretary,
'Act".
Two
points were agreed upon,
it together."
to alternate the places at the tourney and to allow eight cents per
mile for two cars both ways for
- tohrney entrants until same are
Word was received here SunDeath Came at Home on Penny
eliminated from play.
day from Detroit, Mich.. of the
Road Saturday of Pneumonia;
Coaches present, Brown, Abner:
death of Mrs. Jessie Cathey, wife
Prominent Citizen.
of Euell B. Cathey. Her death 'Services for Penny Resident From
The stockholders of the Peoples Joe Miller. Hazel: Ty Holland,
Savings Bank met Monday after- Murray; Clifton Thurman, Train- Death Came at Mason, Hospit4
Cole's Camp Ground; Rev.
Funeral services for Thomas J: was a shock to relatives and
noon and named the board of di- ing School; Beanl Darnell, KirkLloyd Wilson in Charge.
Brim, °OE of Calloway county's friends here.
Friday at Mason Hospital of •
She- leaves-to-- Leo ---her. -death
-rectors-which-M-1ft named' the sey
mat ititomfrient-larrners, Were held
Billington.
Faxon;
her
Boots
husband
and three children,
YettreY.
•
Funeral services for Zelner B. officers ,and personnel of the bank.
SuriditY afternoon at 2 o'clock
The directors are: A. F. Doran, Lynn Grove; Matt Sparkman, Benfrom the home on the Penny road, Dorothy, Virginia, and Billie; her Crouse, 51 years of age. were held
John W. Johnson. 65 years of
ton;
Earnest
Fiser.
father,
Cidvert
City;
Lewis biorefield of Padu- this afternoon at 1 o'clock from the Leslie Ellis, R. H. Falwell. E. B.
two miles SouAwest of Murray.
age. died Friday at the Mason•HosCarl Johnston, Brewers; F. G. HolElder,L. F. Pogue was in charge of cah. Ky., and two brothers, Marvin Cole's Camp Ground church. The Houston, C. H. Janes, It.. A.
pital following .an illness of
land,
Hardin;
Goheen,
Birming- Bright's disease. Mr. Johnson. a
the 'services and burial was in the and Wes Morefield of • Detroit, Rev. Lloyd Wilson was in charge Moore, E. G. Neale, J. A. Outland,
ham;
Kenneth
Grogan. Gilberts- well known farmer
Mich., and other relatives and of the services and burial was in L. D. Outland, T. H. Stokes. H.
Murray cemetery.
of North of
T.
ville; Homer Holland. Sharpe, EdWaldrop.
.the church cemetery,Mr. lirinn was 72 - years of age friends.
-----Murray, had been
hie someward
Henderson.
Aurora.
May God bless all the loved ones
The officers and - personnel is
and death was attributed to pneuMr. Crouse died at his home near
time. He was admired by a wide
.
monia. He had been ill for about that stood by Ewell in that sad Penny Wednesday following an composed of:
circle of friends.
T. H. Stokees, -president; It - TT:
ten days. He was prominent in hour is our prayer.-Mr. and Mrs. eight 'days illness of pneumonia.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
He was a prominent farmer of that Falwell, vice president; L. D. Outcommunity and county affairs and Bodie Cathey.
Ellen Johnson, five daughters. Mrs.
Community and was also a saw mill land, vice president; C. H. Jones,
will be missed by a wide circle of
Gertie Cain, Mayfield, Mrs. Cordie
chairman of board; Leslie Ellis,
friends and relatives.
operator.
Creason. county. Mrs. Lilly Wilson,
He had
Thieves
the
entered
lunchroom
vice
chairman
served the county as road comof board; W. G.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
Mrs. Myrtle Powell, and Mrs.
Lillie Crouse, a daughter, Miss Miller, cashier; Mrs. Vera Rogers, Operated by Price Lassiter on Helen Mason, all of Detroit. He
missioner and as magistrate in his
West
Main
street
Saturday
night
more active years.
Maurine Crouse. four sons Austelle, bookkeeper.
also leaves a sister. Mrs. Willie
He was a
by breaking -the lock on the front Boggess. county.
E. G. Neale is receiving the Maurice. Z. B., Jr., and Laverne.
member of the Church of Christ
and a brother,
door.
The
lunchroom
was
form- Nolan. of Paducah.
and held membership at Union Dailey Digest of the State Legisla- His parents, Mr. arid- Mrs. Henry
erly
Lynn's
Place.
They took
ture issued at Frankfort through Crouse and three brothers, Roy,
Grove.
Funeral services were held Suncigarettes and slot machines. The day afternoon at 1 o'clock
Surviving are his widow Mrs. the courtesy of Representative Ben Carlos, Robert and three sisters,
from the
first
of
last
week,
Hamp's pool- Cole's Camp Ground church. Burial
The digest
Millie H. Brinn, a daughter, Mrs. Grogan.
gives the Mrs. Eunice Tidwell, Mrs. Omie
room
was
entered through the was in the church cemetery. He
Dimple Brawn and two sons, Her- news of the general assembly and Chambers and Mrs. Ersie Smith
back door. Nothing was missed was a member of the
bert, of
Dell. Arkansas. and will be interesting to hundreds. also survive.
.
Church of
from
the poolroom but the lunch Christ. Elder L. F. Pogue conCharles, of the county. He also The paper will be open to the
Rev. Sam P. Martin, Florida, to stand
in the front was robbed of ducted the services.
leatres two brothers. Brooks, of El public at the county court clerk's
RAMBLERS WANT GAMES
Fill Pulpit Sunday. Announce
merchandise. City and county ofDorado. Ark.: and Melvin, of Pa- office.
His Decision.
ficers are working on the cases.
ducah. and nine grandchildren.
The Ramblers, local net team,
Forty white-faced calves have are wanting to book games with
The Rev. Sam P. Martin, Winter
College Students Attend
been bought for McLean county independent teams or otherwise. Park, Florida, has
been called to
4-H club members,
Baptist Training Union
Write or see Pat Wear, Murray. the pastorate of the First Baptist
Church of Murray, vacant since the
The Murray Nursery school reMore than 30 college students
resignation of the Rev. J. E. Skinopened Monday, January 13, with
Patients admitted to the Mason
ner early last fall, and will fill are attending the Baptist Training
Union study which is being held_ an enrollment of ,40 children.
Hospital the pest week:
the pulpit there Sunday. -'
"Beginning Monday, January 20,
Miss Crystal Day, Murray; Mrs.
The Rev, Mr. Martin will an- at the First Baptist._ Church of
to a report there will be a five-hour day. In
A. L. Wolfson. Murray; Mrs. Elmer
nounce his acceptance or rejection Murray. according
to mid-morning
given today by Ralph Churchill. addition
fruit
Sills, Model, Tenn.; -fdrs. Gillus
"An excellent dam site" on the ised his support of the Aurora of the call Sunday.
rakes a well balanced hot noon
Wilson, Murray; Mrs. Mark Elkins, Lower Tennessee River has been Dam: "I shall be glad to do all I
The Rev. Martin is a native of president of the local Baptist Stulunch will be setved, and followed
Murray; John E. Hays, Puryear, found.. the Tennessee Valley Au- can to secure the filing of the en- Kentucky and filled the pulpit of dent Union.
The Training Union study is di- by ,a rest period. "Irradol A" a
ann.:. Ben
811rys
aSsoki4ald to a gineer's report and recommenda- the Owensboro church for about vided into five classes:
414%"4
secured by Dr. Outland.
one f
e: James
zt; 11196fee!teller written by Or.. A: sr: Mor- tion as a result of their recent ac- 10 years before going to Florida
Daniel Kenneth Johnston. Murray; gan to Senator Alben W. Baikley. tivities and surveys in that region, several years ago. He is- a native adults, one for seniors, one for County health officer, is given to
intermediates, one for juniors. and the undernourished children.
Will Carroll, Columbus; Will GibIn reply to a letter from the and shall also be glad to do what Kentuckian.
The teachers. Miss Mary Lou
son, Benton.
Hours for Sunday's strvices are one for administration. The stuLower Tennessee Valley Associa- I can to secure an appropriation
dents from Murray College are Waggoner and Miss Virginia Hay
Patients discharged from the tion, of which W. S. Swami. Mur- looking to the early beginning and 10:45 a. m. and 7:30 p re.,
attending the senior' class which will be assisted by a cook Miss
Mason hospital the past week:
ray, is chairman, Dr. A. E. Morgan construction of this dam".
.ahs
merabesship-:4 -about K. C.- Broyles, Murray; Jain enclosed a copy oT-his communicaSenator Beek-ley exprekUed the
persons.
Thompson, Columbus; Orville Chil- tion to Senator Barkley, declaring: belief recently that if the Supredie
Miss Sibyl Brame. from the deders. Columbus: Rodney Gentry;
"We believe that we have 'found Court should uphold the TVA.
partment of student work of the
Mack Williamson, Columbus; Rich- an excellent dam site on the lower rapid and early progress aright be
Baptist Sunday School Board at
ard Lindsey. Columbus; Alexander river . . . If further investigations expected on the dam in West
Funeral services for Mrs. Della
Paxton, Columbus; James Kille- bear out the impressions we have Kentucky. Unofficial reports from Swift Cole. 73, widow of Joe Cole, Nashville, is teaching the senior
brew, Sharon, Tenn.; Malcolm received so far there will be no Washington have indicated that a were held at West Fork Church class. The book -.which this class
Johnson, Columbus; Alva Roof, engineering reasons why we can- decision may be handed down on Monday afternoon. She died at her Is using for its text is "planning
It is illegal today to drive your
Columbut; Bertha Ray Bruce, Co- not proceed with the construction the TVA by the Supreme Court home in Mayfield Sunday. She is a Life."
Miss Brame is being assisted by car without a 1938 license tag. The
lumbar]; Coy S. Vaden. Clinton; of the dam".
next week.
survived by two daughters, Mrs.
•
four other outside helpers. Classes 15-day extension granted by GovFred Lee Bailey, Murray; Velda
Dr. Morgan said TVA engineers
Arguments advanced
by the Flora King. Mayfield, and Mrs.
ernor Chandler expired last night
Dungey, Columbus; Mrs. Mark were still carrying on their inves- LTVA. for the dam include: The Daisy Funk. Detroit; two sons, started on Monday night. January
at midnight and he has announced
6,
and
elated
January
10:
Elkins. Murary; Blanc
Sykes, tigations and that they Were dam is necessary for the 9-foot Arvin Cole and Norvis Cole,
that there will be no further time.
Tbarpe, Tenn.; Mrs. Zepha Good- "pushing investigations as rapid- channel; money is available; a site Mayfield, and a sister, Mrs Ella
Mrs. Mary Neale, county court
TAKE LIQUOR
eke'', Princeton: Miss Crystal Day, ly as possibly and shall make a has been found; Waldo, who form- Stokes, Lynn Grove..
.
4
clerk, and her staff have been
Murray; Mrs. W. R. Smith, Padu- public report at soon as feasible". erly had a preliminary permit, is
Bert wri Is was arrested last very busy putting out licenses for
cah; Arlen Stephens, Columbus.
"We have been steadily engaged Out of the way; work is needed in
Miss Marguerite Gatten. R. N. Saturday on a charge of having the past week and the number
in exploring for a dam _Weser the this area: Kent-acky tas a right to of -the- staff of Mason Hospital. is whiskey in possession. A gallon wild is right at the COW meek:Fatty foods, their nutritive value, lower Tennessee River", he ex- share in the TVA; electric power at her home in Sabina, Ohio, re- was found in his home.
on East There are slightly more than 2.000
place on the menu, etc., were stud- plained.
rates are too high in this are8; cuperating f.rnm, .iniuries received Walnut street In a searcla made by passenger cars in Calloway county.
ied last month by. Grates county
Senator Barkley in a recent let- and, finally, the dam hat been froin a faU here a few weeks Chief Burrnaii Parker and Policehomemakers.
ter to the LTVA at Murray prom- promised.
he°.
man Burgess Parkes_
Head the Classified venom.

ON LOCAL FLOORS

wrr-H

HARDIN RESIDENT
RITES WEDNESDAY

COACHES HAGGLE
OVER TOURNEY

THOMAS J. BRINN, Mrs. Jessie Cathey
72, RITES SUNDAY
Dies in Detroif ZELNER B. CROUSE
'
Bank
51 RITES TODAY PeoplesElects
Officers

J. W. JOHNSON,65,
SERVICES SUNDAY

Thieves Break-in
Business Houses

Assembly Digest
Available Here

PASTOR IS CALLED
BY-FIRST BAPTIST

Nursery„School
Reopens Monday

Hospital News

Morgan Tells Barkley Excellent
Site for Dam Has Been Located

Mrs.-Della Cole
Services Monday

Auto _Tag Sale
Here Nears 1,000
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_
Jon T.

Lovett BilItat

"Following the service the numerous vieitors. inambers of the
Fairbault Ministerial Association.
representatives of the various missions served by the Rev. Mr. Sale.
heads ot the local Episcopal schools_
and Vestry members of the Cathedral parish, were panel et a
luncheon. The luncheon honored
in addition to the Rev. M. Sale
has mother, Mrs. Inez B. Sale.
Minneapolis, his sitter. Mrs. Annie
Brown Morris of Chicago and Mrs.
Francis T: A. Junkin, Chicago.
'A tribute was given Mrs. Sale
following which she briefly but
impressively - described the rich
significance to her of theordination service. Rev 'Mr. -Sale in
respondiog said: 'I realize that in
entering the ministry I have assumed definite responsibilities and
that the pith ahead is not an eaey
one. I am zealou:ly interested in
spreading
Christ's
gospel
anti
urgently ask your cooperation.-

Phone 338, Please

T
esda for tits rage st• .ule be submitted sot labor than Teeeday
afteraeoa each week_

Mr. and Mrs. John Lassiter Mark
Golden Wedding Anniversary
Oa naaday, iantiery the fourWeigh. Mr. and ldrs. Jaen Lasso
Ms celebrated their Nlifueth wedding anaivegeary at 'their home
Murray.
them tains east
41Iembers of the immediate family
rived the guests as they arrived
---Nbia-hawareas 17001241:01 beentlfml
gifu and many congratulations. A
number of telegrams and letters
bare good wishes.
.At the ,noon hour the guests
wgre served a course dinner at the
lam dining table which was very
DItractively set The wedding cake
4,gold and white and holding a
at/mature bride and groom was
used as the centerptece and was
fliagrad on each side by a cluster
obigilded autumn leaves and burnWhite tapers in gold holders.
Lassiter was married to Miss
ARM Wells in Md. The wedding united two large and influeaglet families of the county They
egalgished a happy Christian home
ado which were born three boys
Joe. and Jess Wells. In
Mt
e
:n to their home responsiuseful
bilities they. have been
cillitens and - their many relatives
dr friends seek they: advice and

or

Ella Thornton.
Miss Betty Thornton, 'Mr. and
Mrss Sammie Downs. Mr. W. T
Burrus
and Mrs
Down.s, Mr
Waters. Mrs. George Upchurch.
Mrs. Pete Farmer. Mrs. Elbert
Lasater. Mrs. Hardin Morris, Mr
and Mrs J. H Churchill. the
Worley.
Vins-Intr-latre
-The Sates are rormerTy
'MurMr. and Mrs. Tom Henry, the ray and have here many dear
Rev. J. IL. Thurman. Mrs. Barber relatives and friends who are hapClanton, Mr. and Mrs. Jcie T. py with this announcement.

or

Mrs. Clyde Lasater, Mrs. Bob the Friday Bridge Club.
Included with the members was
Swann, Miss Rubye Swann. MINS
Mrs. E. J. Beale.
liarbara Clanton.
High soficre prize went to Mrs.
Mrs. Perry Farris. Mr. and :Ars
Albert La.water. Mr. and Mrs. C. L Scharboroogh.
A party plate was served.
Hugh Lassiter. Mrs. Rhoda Beucum. Mr. end Mrs. Joseph Meador.
Mr. and Mrs Bob Meador, Mr. Fldelis Class Meets
and Mrs. Walter Lassiter. Miss
The Fidelis Class of the First
Fannie Lou Lassiter, Mr.' and Mrs. Baptist _Church had a
very pleasI. B. Stubblefield, Mrs.- Houston ant all dB/ meeting on Tuesday
at
Streeter.
the home-it Mrs. Henry Gatlin.
Miss Mildred Lassiter. Mr. and
The spacious-rooms were thrown
Mrs Lannon Nix. Mr .and Mrs. A.
and were most inviting
B. Lassiter. Mr. ando Mrs. J. W. together
Lassiter. Miss Beat Jo Lassiter, The hours were spent quilting and
piecing quilts and at the noon
Mr. and MnS. Joe Lassiter, Lynn
hour a nice pot luck luncheon was
Lassiter.
served_
Present were:
Magazine Club Ye Meet
Mrs Neva Waters, Mrs. Hattie
Janaary 23rd
Bondurant, Mrs. 0. C Wells, Mrs_
The Magazine Club will have its Ira .Fox. Mrs. R. H. Falwell.
annual business meeting Thursday.
Mrs. F. B. Gholson, Mrs W. T.
January 23. in Miss Cappie Beale's Sledd Si.. Mrs. lielus Linn ,Mrs.
,-tise High School. The Dewitt Wilkins. Mrs. Max Petway.
room'sthour is 2:30 p m. All members
Mrs. F. M. Perdue. Mrs. C. It;
are expected to attend and are Beaman.
Mrs. Rufus Saunders, Ms
eaked to pay..dues at ,this time.
A. G. Outland. "Mrs. Dallas Out•••••
_ —
Sale he
Rev. Miller
Mrs. . Polly Keys. Mrs. Wade
Oalislaed In Illanosen
The Fairbault " Daily News of Crawford. Mrs. Cleve James, Mrs.
Fairbault Minn.. on December the Lillie Miller. Mrs. Freda Wilkins.
Mrs. Harmon Jones. Miss Nellie
Z3 carried on the front page a
picture of Miller B. Sale and also Wyman.. Mrs. Fred -Gingies, Mrs.
a long article which in part said: Conrad Jones. ,
Mrs. Burgess Parker Sr.. Mrs.
'At an impressive service in
the Cathedral of
'Our Merciful Bobbie Lassiter. Mrs. Asher Story,
Saviour Saurday morning. l St Mrv, J. W. Outland. Mrs.. Joe
Thomas Dap attended by long Johnston.
-It Lemon. Mrs. Roan
and out of town-dem-and -tepee; -..-Mrs.
Russell, . Mrs. Leslie Smith, Mrs.
sentatives of
CILJonda.Mrs. C.. P. Curtails'
Rev. Canon Miller 1t. a she'
-Mrs-.Herman Futrell; •
:.31111111
the Cathedral staff war ("dinned
McCoy. Mrs. Hardy Yarbrough.
t .2 Is
Mrs- Robert Hodges, Mn
Cecil
Ccgib. Mrs ,Coy •Robinson. Mrs. Lois
Miller. Mrs. A. W. Willard, Mrs.
Henry Gatlin, Miss Frances Gatlin.
-Iliss Catherine Bonduyant. Miss
Lillian Hollowell
.
Mrs. Thomas Parker

'kr. and Mrs Jesse Lassiter, Miss
Vega Lassiter. Mr. and Mrs, Hurt
er
:4,w
aen
Jar..ter Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
,
-John Lassiter.
taseler. Dan Liodlir,
le. Ind Mrs Roper: Lassiter, Its
Mr- Wallace Lasseter. Mrs.

ROTECT YOUR
SELF

lt

tUs cold, damp weather
vtith comfortable shoes.
PiENV SOLES MAKE THEM
WINTER-READY
•

t

:DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP
w

I•
I.

Vest Maple Street

TOBACCO SALES!

NA
is
is
is
is

Sales over our floor since the npening
of the Murray Market and up to Tuesday
night of this week:

67,007 lbs. .. Average $8.09
Top Price this Week $18.50
Most all buying interests are now in
the market and most all grades are sell.ing good.

is

6*.

Open Day and Night with Daily Sales
and Prompt Settlement After
Each Sale

GROWERS LOOSE
LEAF FLOOR
East of Railroad
Opposite Depot
TOY and JACK FARMER
Proprietors

The Mettle Bell-Hay
-----iiiiMastamiy
Society met Monday evening . at
the home of Mrs. Gingles Wallis
with Mrs. Lavern Wallis and Miss
Ruth Weaks assisting hosts.
'Inc leader. Mrs. Carmen Jones,
had charge at the following pro•
.
gram:

keel the irritated llssnes is the
germ-ladmi phlegm ls loosened and
Druggists also know the
eness of Beechwood Creosote and they rank Creomalsion
top for ccughs because you get a
real dose of Creosote in Crisomulsiva, emuls.n.ed so that it is palath Ucortce Root, thnot extract able, digestible and potent for goCherry and Menthol. but
nifcr ing to tile f."7"7 scat of the trouble.
hes fluid extract of 1=

A-very pretty ahd delicious plate
was served by the hosts
Miss Lucy Lee will be leader
of the February meeting which
will be held at the Sexton home
With • Misses Frances and Ruth
Sexton as hosts,
'•
Jimmy Creech Has
Birthday Party

I

" Mazy a Friesd Roomoosois
LACJC!12_RA UGHT

Crr•osa-,11.r..--n is guaranteed settsfr.:so:7 in the treat-racist of coughs,
csost colds and bronchial trateOwn and erpeciany dumb
ones that start with a

- JUST RECEIVED
=
A_LARGE SHIPMENT OF. •'

SECOND HAND
FURNITURE
.

PRICED TO ALL

OV,
1PLO
011/1, 6% GOVA.118
131iDEU,
COOT
litli‘lItSit,i,

Ford

Dealers

Offer Yoo

Three

the couple in both counties.
The rites were performed

Elder L. H. Pogue, at his home
at Penny in the • presence of a
small number of attendants.
Mrs, 'Murdock resided near Cottage Grove before her marriage
where she successfully operated
her own farm. Mr Murdock is one
of the west side's best known
citizens.
Vivses Club
Gives Dance
The Vivace Club of Murray State
College sponsored a dance in the
smell gymnasium last Saturday night. The hall was beautifully
decorated and cleverly lighted.
Usher Abel and his orchestra furnished musk for the occasion. The
club is composed of music students
and members of the music department faculty ar-ted as chaperones
ancraided-Iii planincg toe alters
• • • • •
B.

P. W. Meet

. The Business and Professional
Woman's Club met Thursday night
in their clubrooms for their regular session with Mass Calista ButJones,
president,
terworth
in
charge. A nice attendance was
present but illness of spine members prevented a full attendance.
Hostesses were Mrs. Annie Wear,
Miss Roberta Whitnah and Miss
Clara Rimmer. The menu wee attractively planned by Miss Rirn1Continued on Page Four)

TRAVEL BY BUS!
Convenient Schedule
BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY TO-Paducah: 5 A. lg., 11:15 A. 111., 11P.al
Hopktinville: 1:45 A. IL; I P. PC
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.; I P. M.
Mayfield: 6 A. AL, 11 A. X;5 P.IL
*rIs• 7:45 A. M.. I P. hl.
ALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
CAMPUS
Connections to St. Logic Oblingo.
Detroit. and Everywhere.

Terminal- at SLIME-CM MAIN

C. RAY LINE
Murray. 'Ky.

The Regal Dress Shop
NATIONAL HOTEL BUILDING

January Clearance
CONTINUES
All Winter COATS and DRESSES
MUST be removed for the incoming
Spring Styles. So we have reduced then' —
to---

HALF PRICE
Many have taken advantage of these price
offerings and we invite you to shop with us. All
new merchandise bought for this season and such
price reductions as we are making are quite unusual. Many wesiti-yet for for
niter coats.
OPP"

pr..%
events --.0
paroir0t.
V."
.
Morltbil1000tb altee 400-0
tower
.:e..
-65, rum
than EIS re
1.7..
ulariii1 halsore finance Coot
totsl
to el

A

—,, -.. .,

, MAURICE CRASS
BASEMENT FORD GARAGE

BY arrangement with Universal Credit Company,
Ford dealers now make it easier than ever for you to
own a new, 1936 Ford V-8 car-any model. Several
new plans are open to you. All these plans bring you

moods co
Loy;
(1% s
...Ito1.3 0
oc.
ook% cou....
mootbs.,
lionoginvcea.40.41bw
,
fro..
Complete
.t.iosse
...so
earthquaiir,
..
&ft
b
Neer
.
'100.24.001isiare ..a
3
ssiodstaces.
aererste 9tIC
elec'e.
piows,
Uc'nal
.ed es
alliWea*(1al riot.
Soo&

awe protection.
And even more important-any of these plans brings
vou the greatest Ford oar ever built. It offers PO many
fine-car features that it is being called "the most
under-priced car in America".
Arrange for a demonstration today. Learn for yourself how many reasons there are tor wanting a new
Ford V-8. Then get down to terms-and learn how
easily NOU can o.ti one through these Authorized
Ford Finance Plans,

YOUR

FORD

DEALER

'
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-

•

••••••••-,

•
t

•••

••• s"

Phone 458

new low-cost financing-new completeness of lemur-

dvantages--

'See(
1.

and ham on for

4111111,
Mitts thereafter. Zeldaand
has. tailed. Wits
tow
and children Is authorised to pgannile
don and to refund every cent of Yaw
mge Crtro- rlicheTif you are hot tanitlikt with
Tatidllef as manna Tritert {be very first bottle.
practice knowing Don't worry through another tz
aids nature to iros night-phone or go get a
membranes and of Cronoulaluzioriehistow. f Ade

aurprise to the many him& of
•

• VEACH'S REAL
SERVICE
Vienna, lllinois

=t

extract of Cascara for
P=tul
effect and, most
a, Bee:I-mood Creowith la
source of the
amide. Croustade

Hospital Work in Korea. Mist
Ruth Weeks and Mrs. L. J. Hor-

The %Yernan's Missionary Society
of the First Christian Church met
in the home of Mrs. L. D. Hale
with Mrs. Hale. Mrs. Gatlin Clopton, Mrs. W. S. Swann as hosts.
The following program was given:
Song-41.
Business, by president.
Song-913.
Devotional, Mrs, C. H. Redden,
Talk On Latin America-Latin
America. From the Rio Grand to
Cape Horn, Mrs. J. H. Coleman.
Through, the
Religion
Years.
Mrs. E. J. Beale.
.
Latin Amer-tea- Cooperation, -Mrs.Aenie Weer.
Benediction.
After the benediction a social
hour followed in which delightful refreshments were served.
• •• • •
The Rev. And Mrs. J. J. Gough
Honored With - Pounding ,

1

That Hanp On

Vr

Maitie Sell Hays &Well
Meets

!

rkoilicl
From a commonj

Phlegm

F. C. C. Missionary Society
Meets

would be present to care for chil- Mary Halt Mrs. P. A. Hart and
dren waiting during the Mothers ElkaJoe Lovett appointed
Chili meetings. Mrs. Henry GatThe 'Alpha Department was host
lin reported that
traffic signs for the social hour.
•• • • • •
would be placed in front of the
Training School. A committee to A. A. U. W. Notes
organize a patrol to watch small
The A. A. U. W. met in regular
children is composed of Mrs. C. S.
Lowry, Miss Naomi Maple, Mrs. session Tuesday evening with the
Carmon Graham and Mrs. Charles legislative committee in charge of
the program Miss biayrelle JohnCrawford.
son led a panel method discussion
Mrs. Wade Crawford was in
on "Social Security".
charge of the program and introThe "Directors Letter" was reduced Mrs. F. 13. Mellen who
ported by Mrs. Russel Blemker.
spoke •
-haracter Training in
the
School." Vocal eeMr. And jars. A. A. Gwaltney
lecUona
yen by MM. Jewel,
Honored With Shower
The 1...
.ado mothers with
Mrs John S. ri as ehehonazi served
A surprise miscellaneous shower
tory pretty and delicious refresh- was given Mrs. Pearl Alexander
Gwaltney in her home Wednesday,
ments during the social hour.
Forty seven were present with January 8. Many useful and lovethe first and third grades having ly gifts were received by the
honoree.
the best attendance.
Sandwiches, coffee and cake were
served by Mrs.
Made Department- lb Mrs. Dave McClure assisted by
Meet Tuesday Evening
Mrs. Buford Bailey and Mrs. AudThe
Music
Department
will rey Canon.
meet Tuesday evening at 7:30.
The guest list included: ,
Mrs W. S. Swann will open her
Mrs. ltph Miller, Mrs. Paul Poyhome for the occasion. Assisting
ner and daughter Pauline, Mr. and
hosts are Mrs. Vernon StubbleMrs. John Rowlett, Miss Imogene
field Jr.. Mrs. A. F. Yancey, Mrs.
McPherson. Miss Pauline AlexJoe Parker.
ander, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Gwaltney
The Rev. H. B. Trimble Heads
M. and Mrs. R. L. Canon, Mrs.
Bible Scheel At M. E. Church
Buford Bailey. Mrs. Audrey Canon,
The Rev. H. B. Tnble has fih- Mrs. Dave McClure, Miss Jesse
ished a very interesting and in- Pearl Alexander, Hugh, Paul, Lostructive series of lectures on the gan and Howard Alexander.
Those -sending gifts who could
"Acts of the Apostles" at the M.
E. Church.
DOLattencl:
Mrs. Edmond Wilcox. Mrs. Lon
Many from the district took advantage of the training and were White, Mrs. Flossie Miller, Mrs.
Mrs. J i m
highly
complimentary
of
the ,Lisse Stubblefield.
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. John
ability- of the leader.
• • • • •
Alexander. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Alexander.
Recital At College
Mr. and Mrs. • Lucian Logan. PaA most pleasing recital was daucah, Mrs
.
. Abe Thompson, Mrs.
given on Tuesday evening at the Pat Thompson, Mrs. Don Nix, Mrs.
College by Hiss Louise Querter- Eva Curd and son Edward.
mous and Phillip McCaslin. They
Miss Marjorie Hankeria, Mrs.
were accompanied at the piano by Oscar Morris. Mrs. Charlie WalMiss Helen Roberts.
ker. Mrs. Morg Owen. Mrs. Goldie
Both of these talented stligients Holland. Mrs. Lula Gray Grogan.
have many friends in the Musical Gabertsville. - Mrs. Callie Hayes.
circles of the college and city as Miss L'ldine Willoughby.
well as others who otter congratu• • •..
lations to them.
T. K. Murdock Weds
Mrs- Novelht- Hart- • • •- The Home Department
The wedding of Mr. T
K.
The Home Department will meet Murdock, pronsinent farmer of- the
this afternoon at the home of Lynn Greve section to Mrs NovelMrs. J A. _Dulaney
Other hosts la Hart. of Henry county. Tenn..
are Mrs. R. E. Broach, Mrs. W. S. was solemnized Thursday after
Purdom, Mrs. Ed Farmer, and
Mrs. Fred James.

The Rev, and Mrs. J. J. Gough
were the honorees at a pounding
in their new home just' west of
Murray Fridey, January 11
Members of Sinking Spring Baptist church were the guests who
took the honorees by surprise and
throughout the evening continued
to arrive bringing gifts and giving
a hearty welcome to their pastor
and family who recently moved
Jimmy Crouch invited a few of to this
community.
his little friends from school to
Group singing and a short- sertake dinner with him on January
7. in honor of his sixth birthday. vice closed a pleasant evening for
A whie cake with pink icing and ail.
The Rex. Gough fromerly made
6 pink Candles adorned the center
his home in this community, but
of the table.
Lots of fun was had when each coming from Benton to accept halflittle boy tried to See. who could time pastorate of the Sinking
blow out the most candles at one Spring church_
Those present were:
.
"blow",
J. Swann. Mr_ and Mrs„AlbertBarbent Nell Hanis- and
, 1' A--Beaman. Mrs. stalikey.
Crouch assisted in serving.
Mr& Lola HiimPhrers. Miss Hardie
The honoree received pretty
Lee Lassieere . Mr.- and Ugh Porter
useful gifts.
Lassiter, Miss Willie Mee RichardThose present
son....MIP Layton._ Hale... Miss
COPIP6014;rence. Junior White, Chi** Pogue. Margoeritte Swann.Barbara
Nell
Hera, Manine " " If? and Mrs, Alden Orr. Mr. and
Crown and. Ralph Boyett Crewels Mrs. Roy Graham, Mrs. Gus RobThe children had, lots of tun ertson. Mrs. Bettie Key, Mrs. Elmer
playing until time to go back ta Richardson. Mr. and Mrs. John
Warren, Mr. and Mrs. Connie
ached.
Armstrong. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
•
Mrs. Vernon
Stubblefield Jr.. Phillips. Mrs. Oscar Key. Mrs. Lilentertained the Wednesday bridge burn Huie. '
Mrs. Fiances Heath, Mrs. Pearl Woman's Club Badness
club.
Meeting ••
0. D. Edmonds won high Jones, Junior Roberts. Maurits
Morris. Gene Phillips, Betty June
seam prize.
The Murray Woman's Club had
Mrs. Clifford litelugin was a Phillips. Mrs. Rhoda Morris, James the January meeting Thursday at
Key.. Prentice Beaman. Eubert
the home of Mrs. J. W. Carr.
- elaborate party plate* was Hale. Clete Richardson.
Mrs. W. J. CapUnget; was in the
. Those 'ending, gifts were.;
hiisf
. Mr. and Mrs. ,Noel Pate and eller. Several comeatteel gave
reports. The club voted to piece
Entertain With New Yeses Party 'children. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar a nice picture at the Murray High
Barnes. Mr. and Mrs.. J. H.. Parks.
Miss Mildred Barber and Tore,- Oscar Key. Miss Martha Key, Mr.' School and one at the Training
School. Twenty dollars was voted
rail ismeme. entertained some, of E::er Richardson. Mr
1.4.r and Mrs.
for this and a committee composed
their friends, with a New Year's Cletus Guthrie, Mr. and
Mrs.
party. given at the home of -Mr. Bethel Paschall.
..,
and Mrs. Heernan Barber of 2101Mr. and 'Mrs. Lenon Hall, Mr
.
.
Ford Ave. Highland Park.. Mich. and Mrs. Jasper Hart, Mr. and
Heaered
Dancing and games were cello,
s. Charlie
.
_arel__Mmi_113
4 .011 Sarno:LS' afternoon from 3 ro''' A plate lunch was
John Myers, Mrs. Edd Stephens,, I ,. people who have taken whadr
served at
.
5 o'clock Mrs. Jno. Parker and o'clock.
• Mr. and Mrs.. John Beysi.seilas and Draught naturally are
1
eirthusnatin
Mrs
Shelby Envie' entertained
Those who welcomed the New Mrs. tYliller Rrynekts. Mr. J. 11- about it became or the refreshing
with a shower at the home of the Year in were:
Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Myers. Relief it has brought them. No wonlatter in honor of Mrs. Thomas .- Everett
• • • •.. • • _
I or_ they larrivosbers_ to .try Ill ...
McNeely. Aliiii • Vetal
s
Parker:- ,
Lack Henson, Oakly Eberleyo.Toin- Mothers Club
Mrs. Joe O. Roberta or Porter:TEM,
, Mrs. H. J. Hicks received the
ilka. writes:'A Oland recommended
mie
stiss-1116-18-1C-n
• om,,,,,..,
16.11 Per4
4,,,,
,rtri,
P-=-t
1 9s.
e in--a_ .rastuesz--en--Frooe} Ernes
.,.,
The Training Gel...art Mothers lirmiktawkilt/ 1011Wirlialle Mv
......'''15'
...
'....M' ...'"'‘ .
lish".
"Li-''L'
Club met January the tenth in the
lad" hua.Pal". MS earti" IMS
Jenkins. Miss
Hazel Eberley.
Miss
Math-aeata
The h:moree was presented with Mildred Barber Anna Barber. Mr. first grade room.
I
that tames =Draught grireatt
Be Mims
a wagon gaily decorated onspink.
seliss Meth I mat ta
-Mew-Stemmas- -Vattern. Ma. _Mrs. A a_ Bilitterworth.
. . A purely ',potable amides
and loaded with lovely gifts -and and Mrs. Arnold Clark,
Mr. and dent, presided over a short busi- In row or
drumn by Betty Phillips.
CONSTIPATION. BILIOUSNESS
ness session. Mrs. Carrnon GraMrs. Herman Barber.
I Those who enjoyed the hospi• .• • •
tality of the occasion were:
U. D. C's To Give
I
: Mrs. Marvin Fulton. Mrs. -Irve
Robert E. Lee Dinner
I Brewer. Mrs. Eaf IWO!, Mrs: Oakland
Lovely
plans have been made
Cunningham. Mrs. Carol
i Farmer. Mrs. Roy Chappel, Mni. H. for the Robert E Lee dinner which
: J. Hicks Mrs Harris Chamberswill be given by the J. N. Williams
' Mrs. Geo. Steele, Mrs.. Jne- Par- Chapter of U. D. C. Fridley even; km-. heft. 'rhos Parker. Mrs. J. C.
ZNROUTS NORTH OR WZST
i Hendrix,-Mrs. Anion Owen. Mrs.
—STOP AT —
- Leek Hargrove.. Mrs. Fred Phillips
• and daughter Betty. Mrs. B. B.
,I McClinton.
_
,
I Mrs. Mayme Randolph. Mrs.
I Freeman Wilford. Mrs. R. T. Parker. Mrs. Boyd Gilbert. Mrs. It. A.
Meyers. Mrs. Chas. McLean, Mrs.
WHERE 147 JOINS U. S. 45
i Shelby Davis. Miss ataerlle Jaffa= - Shortest and Best itorttes
te
• son, MinCloteel Tucker.
Chicago and St. Louis
+
• • • • •
FREE INFORMATION
tq all point, riorth and west
i Robert Jackson Maser Honored
EEST ROOMS FREE ICE-NT ATER
__-00 Walk_ larthilay__ _ _
..i.-_--SYNCLAIR GAS and OILS :Ws especially invite our Kentucky
-Mr ithrr Mr5 W B Moser enterfriends `
-- ---- ---- - - - —

Beware The Cough
-/to matter how many -medicines
An have tried for your cough, chest
afts or bronchial irritation, you can
orall
reugonnow with Creocoulsion
net only,00ntecis the
Mothing elements common to many
alinedies; such as. Syrup of white
Comid with TeX, fluid as-

church. ,
Prof. F. D. Mellen will be the
guest speaker for the invasions
The guest list will include a
number,of young people who are
eligible fog the Junior Division of
the Chapter

.Sublect: Medical Missions in
Lovett, Mrs. Eirr.us Houston.
Korea.
Devistional. Mrs. Roy Farmer. ,
'Allis Estelle Houston. "Mr. aid '111Wirli. Scott was at home to

encouragement
•
'Chose present were:

•s•

log at slit o'clock at the M. Z. ham reported that a F.RFLA. girl 01 Mrs. A D. Butterworth, Mrs. Christmas end comes as a lameant

tained at their home on North
Fourth street Jenuazg. 10 in honor
of their 'son. Robert Jackal/a op
his sixth birthday.
The color scheme of pink and
s-b-tte was carried out in decorations and refreshments.
-The Were /Mk enjaying
occasion were as follows:
Clara Jane Miller. Phyllis Farmer. Mary Travis Willard Minnie Jo
McCord. Betty Jane' DeSis, Alfred
Rainey Lassiter.
Pat Rowland. Bobby - Citric, Bill
Rowlett, Jerry
Williams. Gus
Robertson Jr. W. Et. Moser Jr..
Jimmie Dye, and Robert Jackson
•
Moser.
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Fort Meyers, Fla.
Master Daniel Johnstoon, son
of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Johnston of
College Addition was admitted to
the Mason Hospital Monday for
treatment.

is the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Houston Clinic Hospital.
Shelby Davis, at her home on
Reg Smith. Gilbertsville merWest Main street.
chant, was a business visitor in the
Mrs. Talmage Erwin and little efty Monday.
son Dan left for Detroit after
Herman Broach, Hopkinsville,
spending the Holidays with her spent the wiiek. sad WPM his fathJoe Irvan. manager of the Buy- mother. Mrs. Mary, Butterworth. er. H. C. Broach.
Wise Store, will leave Monday for They went by the way of Louisstreet several days with illness.
Miss Lillian Hollowell, instructor
If you have vlattors of whote
Mrs. Mark Elkins entered Mason Huntingdon, Tenn., where he will ville for a short visit with Mrs. in English in Murray
Your are not ashamed, please
State ColEthel
Erwin.
take
charge
of a store there.
Hospital Saturday to receive treatlege, is the author of an article
report them for this column.
FOR SALE-Pontiac straight 8: published
Mrs. N. G. Towery and little son
ment.
in the January issue of
Senator T. 0. Turner and Repre- Jimmie of Paducah speent the 12,000 miles, excellent condition, the "The Tennessee Teacher",
the
Dr.
Mabel
Gude. dean
of sentative Ben Grogan spent the week with her parents, Mr. and can be financed. See Glenn Coy, official publication of the Tenneswomen at Murray State College, week end at home from Frankfort. Mrs. Joe Irtan.
at Model Cleaners.
see Education Association, which
was the only representative of the
Leslie Pogue. who has been a deals
Mr. and Mrs. James Bishop, who
Arthur Griffin Jr., Birmingham,
with the cnrernt trends of
western Kentucky institution to at- were receqly wed in a brilliant Ky., was discharged Tuesday, from foreman with the Paducah CCC student
literature and is entitled,
tend the sixty-seventh
camp for the past four and a half "The
annual ceremony ffif Lexington, were the Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital.
Teaching of Literature in
months
eeting of the American Philologi- guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
returned
to
his
home
SatMrs. Boone Reed, Paducah, visitProgressive High Schools-.
el Association which was held in Bishep Sunday evening en route ed. her, sister Mrs. B. B. Keys .and
'a Mr. Pogue was a part of
Mrs. Gilles Wilson entered the
reduction
the
conjunction with the annual meet- to Florida.
personnel
when
the
relatives here, Tuesciar and W
Mason Memorial Hospital Sunday
ing of the Archeological Institute
number
of
camps
in
the
state
One good used Farmall Tractor nesday.
and
of America, and the Linguistic So- for Trade or Sale. Parker Bros: - - Mrs. A. I. Covington, Paducah, nation was cut approximately in to undergo a surgical operation.
half.
ciety of America, whim n convened Garage.
retsp-ned to her home Wednesday
in New York City, December 28Shirley Cumbee, CCC Mayfield, after visiting her daughter Miss
Miss Crystal Day was admitted
28.
was discharged from Keys-Hous- Jane Covington, student at Murray to the Mason Hospital Tuesday,
State College, and friends and January 7, for treatment.
Oral Eldridge. Almo, was dis- ton Clinic Hospital Tuesday.
T J Brinn, age seventy-one
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch relatives in Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Atkinson and
charged from
CA
r-guratr-S-efidaY1W. ramie 10171:Tispital January 14.
ug er o
r tverrattrne-1)1115
Tenn.. were
days. was born
March twentyMr. and Mrs. W. H. Hunter of and Mrs. M. 0. Crouch, Mr. and and Mrs. Nat Ryan Jr., Murray, guests of Mr. Atkinson's mother, fourth, eighteen
sixty-four and
Keys-Houston Mrs. C. B. Fulton agd Esquire
Hemet, Calif., have ben visiting Maar Gordon Crouch, Miss Reba was admitted to
died January eleventh, nineteen
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Arthcraft, of Sims, Mr. and Mrs. Luther Parks Clinic Hospital January 8 for an Fulton, one day last week.
thirty-six.
He was honored and
and Gaston Neal who was home appendectomy.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F.. Owen and
Murray since Christmas. Previousjohn Farmer was confined with daughter. Miss Charlotte, were Loved by all who knew him. He
ly, they had Visited in Indiana. The for the week end from Piewick
influenza Tuesday and Wednesday. visitors in Nashville last Tilers- was among those who helped to
Hunters visited in Murray seven Dam, Miss.
establish Union Grove Church of
Mrs. B. W. Story is confined
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Lassiter. of ,day.
years ago.
F. B. and Gordon Crouch, of the Christ: obeying the gospel at the
Hickman, visited Mr. and Mrs. C.
All felt hats at one dollar. The to her room from illness.
Lynn Grove Milling Company, at- age of 28 and continuing in the
.
Fleetwood Crouch is confined to B. Fulton Tuesday.
Jack and Jill Shop.
faith forty-five years. Not only
Mrs. J. C. Hendrix, who is visit- tended the meeting of the State
Mrs. Jess Eggner and Miss Julia his room with a deep cold. was he active in the church but in
Flour
Miller's
Association
in the
Gilliam, Benton, were visitors in
Di. F. E. Crawford, Dentist, First ing her daughter- Mrs. Shelby
community, serving as road
Davis, visited with Mrs. C. B. Ful- Louisville Saturday.
Murray last Thursday afternoon.
Nail. Bank Bldg. Tel. 192-J.
U
Mrs. M. A. Stephens. Murray and bridge supervisor for eight
ton
at
the
home
on
West
Main
A. 0. Woods has been confined.
Mrs. J. R. Oury has accepted• a street Wednesday_
Route Four, left last week end years which endowed him with
to his 'home on North Fourth position as hostess
at a hotel in
High grade Jellice coal. Frank to visit her son, 0. W. Stephens many loyal friends. He was marand -family, of Pleasant S.hade, ried to Millie Curd in eighteen
Pool.
Mrs. Amos Wells, Miss Nellie Tenn. Mrs. Stephens will, spend eighty-five and they celebrated
Report of the Conditinn of the
Short, Mrs. Otho Winchester, Mrs. about three months On her visit. their golden anniversary -NovemB. S. Overbey and daughter Pattie Mr. Stephens is a banker there.and ber fifth; nineteen thirty-five. To
this union was born two boys and
were visit
D.if
D s in Paducrth Tuesday. former Calloway comitiati
The Jack and Jilt Shop is selling one girl; Charley. Herbert and
John
Carsten, 11 year old son
Doing business at the town of Murray. County of Calloway, Of Mrs.
-Houston who is spend- winter and fall dresses at half Dimple who survive. He is also
survived by nine -grandchildren
ing the winter in Winter Park. price.
State of Kentucky, at the close of business
and two brothers, Melvin Brinn of
Mr.
and.
Fla.,
Mrs.
was
bitten
Clifford
by
a
dog last SatSmith and
on the 31st day of December, 1935
urday. The youth -Naas taken to son Harry have movad to Murray raducah. Ky.. and Brook Brinn of
the hospital and is being given the from near Concord. They have El Dorado, Ark.
RESOURCES
Funeral services Were conducted
e
Pasteur treatment for the preven- apartm4nts with Lowry Underwood
Loans and. Discounts (including rodiscounts,
in West Murray. Mr,• Smith is at his home Sunday afternoon at
tion of rabies.
foreign bills, exchange, drafts. bonds sold
Mrs. F. A. Miller, Murray, has working with his father at the two-thirty by Bro. L. H. Pogue and
Bro. Garvin Curd and he was
with banks' indorsement and mortgages
been admitted to Keys-Houston New Concord Milling Co.
R. C. Green, Murray. was dis- buried at the Murray cemetery.
Clinic Hospital for treatment.
in hands of trustees to secure bond isHonorary pallbearers were
Closing oat all winter coats at charged from Keys-Houston Clinic
sues)
$112,865.99 east
'Messrs. Allman Beale, L. A. L.
Hospital January 7.
at the Jack and Jill Shop.
U. S. Government Securities owned
60,763..45 Miss Zane Houston. 'daughter
Mrs. A. Cain of near - Penny is Langston. T. J. Thurmond. Charley
of
Other Securities owned .
5,693.05 Mrs. Dee Houston. was chosen recovering from, a recent illness. Fulton and Horace Churchill
Due Hem State Banks .. ,.......,.. . , • - .
g
g,
11 50 ICCI.M._ A MOng a wirnhor nf siser,ca..., Mr and Mrs. Carl II- Zingusa Aetive pallbearers were Messrs.
._._71Fise from -National flanks -.---35,716.70 mates to enter the beauty contest and family have moved to the C. otbert Carr. Toy Jones, Lubie
Thurmond, Harry
Jones, Sam
Actual Cash on hand
21,736.04 for Miss Winter Park.. Fla. A B. Fulton place on West Main Brewer
.
and Clay Brewer
next door to the Felton home. ' •
young
woman
who
previously
Exchange for Clearing
held
127.07
-------Mr.- and Mrs. Chas. Currier and .
the title received it again.
k.
David Crockett, Bruceton. Tenn., family have taken an apartment
- Total
$236,913.77 underwent a tonsellectomy recently
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Foreat Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital. man Graham.
. LIABILITIES
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Powell and
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Davis are
Capital Stock paid in (common)
$ 25,000.00 !spending this week in Louisville, Mrs. ,Helen Mason and Miss Reba
Wilson, Detroit, returned to, their
Surplus
5,000.00 i Lexington, and Frankfort.
_ Mrs. L. C. Trevathan of Paducah home Monday. Mrs. Powell and
Undivided Profits •
2,422.43 is
visiting Mr. and Atm Nat Ryan Mrs. Mason attended the 'funeral
Deposits subject to check
124,668.28 Jr. and children:
services of Melee father.' Jahn W.
eposits (on which interest isk.paid including
Mrs, Henry Holton, who-has been Johnarm, Sunday.
certificates of deposit)
48,798.1'5 -confined to her home because of High grade Jellies coal. Frank
.....
Savings -D.posite .
---16,196.08 Ulnae.
Cashier's Checks outstanding
4,492.67 Mrs. James ler. Mayfield. visited A marriage license wzis issued
her mother, Mrs. Brent Hart, the Friday to Grady Houaden, Hazel.
Certified Cheeks outstanding
240.00 past
and Noma Pearl Hutson. Hazel.
week end.
Other Liabilities not included under any of the
Dudley Johnson was admitted, to The bride is the daughter of Mr.' in your budget this year.
above heads
96.16 Keys-Houston Clinic Hospital for
There is no bettor means
and Mrs. A. J. Housden and the
15ridegroorn is the son of Mr. and
treatment.
of building an estate that
Total
$236,913.77 The Rev. 0. H. Boatwright, Mrs. Henry Hutson.
would be otherwise im-,
Methodist pastor of Big Sandy,
Mrs. A. L. Wolfson of College , possible for
yoti
Tenn.. attended the Methodist Ins- Addition
was admitted to the
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
titute
in
•
•
I,
---eetPITY-OF GALLOWAY,Set.
Tuesday. and with Mrs. Boatwright,,llgry 8 for treatment.
We, T. H. Stokes and W. G. Miller, President and and her mother, Visited Mr. and A marriage license was issued
Agent
Cashier of the of the above named bank, do solemnly Mrs. 'Shorty" Arnold. and the Saturday to Jack. Colson and Miss
swear th:rt the above statement is true to-the best of our Rev. BoatwrighVs father. J. F. of Bessie Outland, both of Murray.
New York Life Insuriknce
knowledge and belief.-T. H. Stokes, President; W. G. the county, returning to Big Sandy R. R. Meloan, foreman of The
Company
Thursday.
• Ledger & Times, was confined to
Miner, Cashier. -.DagattlyNeU liEeDeniel,- daughter his home with illness the first of
Dependable Since 1.845
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 10th day of of Mrs. Eva Mae McDaniel. Mur- the week.
January, 1936. (My commission expires January 30, ray. was discharged from Keys- Dr. D. H. Siress was able to be
Houston Clinic Hospital January out Monday after a two weeks ill
1938)-Erie Keys, Notary Public.
ness at his home on West Olive.
15.
E. G. Neale, R. H. Falwell, E. B. Houston, Directors.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett left
Mrs. J. C. Hendrix of Hickman
today for Louisville to represent
The Ledger & Time& at the annual'
mid-winter meeting of the Kentucky Press Association.
Hazel Crump, CCC Mayfield, was
Calloway Circuit Court
discharged January 14 from Keys- Farmer's Bank of Hazel.

W

Plaintiff. lowing described property, being
Vs. Judgment
and lying in Calloway County,
E. B. Cherry and wife Mir. E, B
Kentucky, towit:
or Lena Cherry.' W. H. Mason, M.
One tract of parcel of land in the
D„
city ef Hietrittntucky, end comDefendants mencing one hundred seventy-five
By virtue of a judgment and (175) feet East of the South West
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- corner of W. C Osborn's land on
cuit Court, rendered at the No- Calloway Street in the town of
vember teret thereof, 1935, In the Hazel, Kentucky. Thence
one
above cause for the purpose of hundred ten (110) feet, thence East
payment of $126.25 with interest to Barkley White's line, thence
thereon. - day of November, North with said line to Calloway
1935, until paid, and costs herein Street, thence West to the beginexpended, I shall proceed to offer ning corner, same being one hunfor sale at the court house door dred twenty-five (125) „feet. more
in Murray, Kentucky, to the high- or less' on said street. Also one
est bidder at public auction, on tot or parcel of land on the
North
Monday, the 27th day of January, side of Calloway Street in -the
1938, at 1 o'clock or thereabout town of Hazel, Kentucky .and com(same being county court day) up- mencing at the South-West corner
on a credit of six Months, the fol- of Guy Caldwell's home place

(Now E. B. Cherry) thence West
thirty-seven and one-half (37 1-2')..
feet. Thence North one hundreet
ten (110) feet. thence East thirtete
seven and one-half (37 1-2) feet;
thence South one hundred ten
feet to the beginning. And being
the same land which was conveyer(
Outland to E. B. Cherry.
by
on August & 1930 and now a
record in Deed laook 58, Page PM
of the Calloway County Clerk's.
Office.
For the purchase price the pig-,
chaser must execute bond with
approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale until paid, and having the force and
effect of a judgment. Bidder. i
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms-George S. Hart,,
Master Commissioner.

Obituary

PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK

e re Disgustipate
Tears come to our eyes for offering merchandise so cheaply. You
will feel like a thief too, when you buy our values.

But we Must Sell,So Stop,Look
and Locate our Bargains

Sale Begins Saturday,Jan. 18
And Lasts Two Weeks
READ 'EM and Hurry
GET THIS: Not one article bought to sell at a sale price. Every
item is a part of our regular and standard stock.
-EVERYTHING STRICTLY CASH IN THIS SALEA -SME vihrre-a.-satt mearrra-SALEt- ltro'Job Lots" or "Mere Junk" offered
BUT nearly every item in the store. Unbelievable savings on our best merchandise. Many articles at less than half the wholesale price.

SUITS
GROUP A

d

Up to $25.00

$11.75

GROUP B-Up to $24:50

$ 8.75

OUP C-Up to $2*750---

Include Insurance

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

FiEf2- /2
-

Sell Your Tobacco
Where You aet

, SAFETY of our DEPOSITS Is INSURED

by the Federal Deposit inset-ante Corporation of Washington, D. C.. up
16 $5,000.vu

Price Service Attention
-GRADE FOR GRADE
You can get as mueh for your tobacco over the Murray Loose
Leaf Floor and you can have the satisfaction of knowing that your tobacco was properly handled and conveniently handled for the buyers.
Competent, efficient help is employed here who 4re interested in helping you secure th3 most for your motley.
We do not lead every day, but grade for grade we lead in sa4es
average.
All buying interests are now in the market.

'COATS
-$2.5_011
-*UM $18.50 values . . $13.95
$15.00 values . . $ 7.50
Several Men's Coats
at sacrifice of .$ 3.95
Boys' Overcoats,
specials
$ 2.95

Fumy,
nu to

$7.48 per hundred

eral
a yOU
ncur.

Murray Loose Leaf Floor
South Fifth Street
_ Just South of the Court Square
BUNNIE FARRIS, Manager
MURRAY

$1.50 Work Pants
$2.00 Work Pants
$7.50 Pants (carried)
75c and $1.00 Shirts
$1.25'Flannel Shirts
$1.00 Work Gloves
$2.50 Moleskin Pants
$1.95 Moleskin Pants

$1.29
$1.69
98c
69c
98c
79c
$1.98
$1.48

HATS

UNDERWEAR
$3.95
$2.95
$1.39
59c

BRADLEY SWEATERS
Up to $8.50
Up to $4.50

Rent A Safety Deposit Box
VERY day newspapers carry news concerning the
thefts of valuable jewels, papers and securities

We sold 292 pounds more than the closest floor to us and
averages of other floors Wednesday were
$5.51 and $7.34.

Work Clothes

$5.00 Values (Stylepark)
$3.50 Values (Stylepark)
$2.45 Values
$1.95 Values
75c Values

WEDNESDAY we lead the market in pounds sold and
in average.
25,316 pounds were sold by us for $1,893.08, for an average-Of -

E

which have been stolen or lost in many homes throughout the country.
Are you one of these persons who run the risk of having desperate thieves rob you?
Rent a Safety Deposit Box today, and keep your valuables safe.
START SAVING REGULARLY NOW
WE Welcome Your Banking Business
THTNT1

PEOPLES_SAVINGS
BANK

KENTUCKY
HAVE WHIM.

Murray, Ky.
Mak* Our Bank YOUR Bank

THINE!

$ 5.75
•

R. H. THIJRMAN

T

rings
riany
most
•,
your.
new
how
rimed

PAGE THREt

$1.95
69c

$1.00 (men's heavy yeight)7.7. 79c
$1.50 (men's heavy weight).... $1.19
25c Shirts and Shorts
19c
ALL UNDERWEAR REDUCED

SCARFS
$1.50 and $2.00 Values
$1.00 Values

NECKWEAR

Zipper Jackets, Meltcris and
Cords
$3.50 Values
$2.95
$6.00 Suede Jackets
$4.45
SPECIAL-Ladies' $2.50 Jackets 98c

MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
Manhattan, Enro, Malboro and Mack
$2.50 Values
$1.95
$1.95 Values
$1.59
$1.65 and $1.50 values
$1.29
$1.00 Values
79c

98c
69c

SHOES
Boys' Shoes to $3.00 ..........$1.49
Small Boys' Shoes to $2.00
79c
Tennis Shoes, 75c Values
39c
Boys' Ball Band Overshoes,
$1.75 values
$1.39
Men's Shoes to $6.50 (small
and large sizes
$3.95
Men's Shoes (carried) up to
$5.00
$1.95

Corn Austio Co..
Everything for Wit
and 17ys

HAVE !MONEY!
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Benediction, Mrs. Douglass.
Mrs. Eunice Carson, Mrs. Mavis • residence.
I Maybe the Supreme Court was
Elder Gough has many friends
Mrs. E E. Smith gave several Hurt, Mrs. Susan Hurt, Mrs. Mabel
. -see
I wrong on the AAA but' we've got
musical numbers. After the pro- Stark, Mrs. E. W. Riley, Mrs. Bess in Calloway county, where he has
•
to have umpires at any kind of a
eensiolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
gram, a social hoer was enjoyed Jones, Mrs. T. D. Harris, Mrs. Met- often preached, who welcome him
' game and it certainly would be no
Times-Herald. October 30, 1928.
and the women drew names for tle Lewis Ross, Christine Jones, here.
, solutioo to Bre them because they
Published by The Calloway County Publishing Co., Inc.
Sunshine Friends.
Mary Radford, Iva Mae Woods.
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
WASHINGTON, Jan. 13-The
didn't agree with' us. Destroy the
John Herzig. of Laurel county. is
Refreshments were served.
Those sending gifts were:
It was virtually impossible to courts and you have destroyed the Supreme Court ruled today that
feeding, 1,000 chicks for the spring
The guest list included:
Editor get a seat in the Capitol Theatre country.
$200 000 090 of processing taxes imMrs. J. A. Parks, Lurwin Cain, early broiler market.
•
Mrs. Hardie Rogers, Mrs. E. E.
pounded by the courts must be reFarra Cochran, Mrs. Galen Myers,
last week to see Will Rogers in his
Douglass, Mrs. Joe Crawford, 'Mrs. Fritz
taxpayers.
turned
to
family,
Riley, Jo Cain, Mrs. Nola
One
the
DuPontse of
last picture, "In Old Kentucky". I
j-E. K James, Mrs. B. W. Story, Mrs.
A committee of farneeis are
f
James.
surmise alai it is the biggest at- Delaware, have contributed a third, The court refused to pass on the E. F. Smith, Mrs. Carl
working to buy a lime pulverizer
Lockhart.
of
the
Liberty League's funds. It's validity of the Bankbeed Cotton
Thelma Riley, Mr. and Mrs. J.
tendance the Capitol Theatre has
10
:Alr
KAM EDI TORIAl.
Mrs. Nix Harris, Miss Manon T. Cochran, Max Hurt, Jeraldine for use in Nicholas county.
ever had since it has operated in terrible the slavery this bounti- Act at this time and adjourned
Crawford,
Miss
Evelyn
Lou
Lock- Hurt, Mr. and Mrs. Homer G. RedMurray. The point is, as we see fully wealthy family has had to withont ruling on the constitution_
ality of the Tennessee Valley Au- hart, Miss Tennie Rogers, Miss fort,
it, that so long as America pays endure.
Josephine
Crawford,
Miss Carlene
thorily Act.
greatest tribute to movie stars
Sue Lockhart, and Miss Barbara- Sinking
Two and a half million Germans
•11:411210.1/LL*41T. I•
Spring Calls
like Will Rogers and Shirley
The tax decisioa. was unanimous- nelle
Harris,
Temple the country i not going are said to be unemployed. Ap- ly made in the Louisiana rice millEld.
J.
J. Gough, Benton AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY
Entered at the Postofhce. Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter to Hades
cluing the
goose-step ers case but'. did not go Into
in a hand-basket. It in- parently.
WEDNESDAY
Outland-Colima
dicates that genuiness is still ap- doesn't count in the Fatherland.
Elder J. J. Gough, well-known
whether the processors had to
••• • •
Subscription Rates,-!n First Congressional District and Henry and
Marriage
Saturday
preciated more than artificiality;
and popular minister from Marprove they had not passed the tax
-PHONE 107Stewart Counties, Tenn.: $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50, Elsewhere,
On January 8. 1815, Andrew on to consumers before they could
Announcement has been made shall county, has accepted a call
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market that frankness, sincerity and an Jackson
licked
the
British
at
New
open countenance rate higher than
recover, which was the main point of Miss Bessie Outland to Jack to the Sinking Spring Baptist
furnished upon applicationdeception and slinkiness. And it Orleans and 121 years later the at issue.
Colson. The ceremony was read church on the West side of the
Democrats
were
promising
to du
so that the consumers will pay the proves, above ale that the truly
The court unanimously decided by the Rev. R. F. Gregory at his county and is filling the Pulpit
DIAGNOSTRICIAN
the
same
thing
to
the
Republicans that review of the Bankhead case, home Saturday evening
reater
s
,rtaijaaa
.jec
_
re a g_a_
box ofsame for his gas and the state will good pictures
at 8 there each 2nd and 4th Sunday.
" all,over the. cenettrY.
Elder
---Cough
-have
v.thieti hod- -beeta--allowed un-a-endjelle a million dollars rig Al,.j.u.
eieleelte-.-Dee-and
-litmelele-Ont=
•• •
road revenue.
to 3 vote, had been -improvident- land and Miss, De'.a Otritand were leased the Malcolm Sale home for
Mantas
Mrs.
M.
HyattsEven
Sturgis,
ly
granted."
should
Ward
Mr
be
Another
miscase,
inthe
attendants.
One of the major 'points of
oes
volving the same law, was filed by
state administration's program 'is informed on that score, it must ville, Maryland, sends me• copy of
Mrs. Colson is the daughter of
Washington.
Daily
Governor
The
News,
coeremembered
that
a
penny
while
be
Talmadge.
of Georgia, the late W. 1. Outland
•
a reduction of one-cent a gallon
and has
.will
.Praise.
Of.
allow the ceurt oppor- been a valued and
edilerial_111
. on the ...Data tett on _gasoline. the eet.e.aotdd..tie_10of fte
eniteleyeioeitil-the
President
Roosevelt'
approximately
E recent
tunity to rule on it.
entire proceed. of which go into gas it would only be
Calloway teirunty Lumber Co. for
The rice decision had no im- sometime. Mr.
the state road fund for construc- 5% in the price the purchaser speeches which will be the issue
COn tribUtIOUS to this Column Upon
Colson has beeta
of the oncoming campaign. Mrs.
Topics of interest Are Always 'mediate bearing on prospects for connected with the
flerstion and maintenance.
Murray Milk
In publishing the statement of the Farmer sank of
Welcome. They Do Not Necessuits
by
processors
to
recover
So far. The Ledger & Times- has
Most persons have changed their Sturgis' approval of our own ediProducts
sarily Espreas the Views of
Co., for several years Hazel in the Ledger
& Times of Janillitr9 an error was
taxes
already
collected
this Newspaper.
under and both are well known
not heard a -angle person place attitude toward the gasoline tax torial policy is indeed appreciated
in Mur- made
Resources.
under
The -statement erroneously read:
AAA.
his approval upon this 'proposal. since it was first enacted. Repro. and welcomed.
ray and the county. They will
PRESERVATION OF WILD LIFE
efe don't believe that plank in sentative •Holland. Webster county,
make their home at the Outland Due
$ 5,000.00
State Banks
You can't much blame the fel(Continued from Page Two)
Mr. Chandler's platform gained who introduced tge first such taxhome East of Mffeley.
You folks fortunate enough to
Due National Banks •
12,243.38
•
• •
him Many additional votes. 'Henry -fall in the house about ten years low who picked up a deuce, four.
Ward. • representative from Me-. ago, calling for a. three-cent a gal- five, seven and nine of different see that most delightful picture of mer and included were cheese Mr. And Mrs. Theron Riley
These Items correctly read:
Cracken county. "which contains a Inn levy, was anathematized all suns for clamorieg for a New Will Rogers' this week also saw balls formed like peaches which
(liven Shower
one by Ding Darling showing just delighted the guests.
'
city o the second class, avers in over the state. When the tax was Deal.
•
•
•
•
•
a small part of what the Federal
Mrs. Theron .:Siley was -honored
his column, that ,a -single persos eased to five cents a gallon there
John Gilbert. the silent screen's Government is trying to do in the Marriaged Announced
with a shower liee Thursday after"•. hasn't asked him to support the was small complaini for benefits
••
• "r)
noon, Janusue, the ninth, at the
.„ measure effecting this proposed re- of • the state-wide highway pro- great lover, faded from the movies conservation of wild life.
Announcement has been made of
home of her mother-in-law, Mrs.
I hope this picture showing the the marriage of
•• datrion-In-Ithe gas: tax. City auto- gram were being belt in every corn- because he didn't have a good
The difference is that the statement read as if the
Relmon Wilson to
•• gu.kkilists usually favor a road- munity and the people were ex- "talkie" voice. It may be true that wholesale slaughter of wild ducks Adlen Bourland which took place Carlin Riley, cf Kirksey.
Farmers Bank of Hazel owed these amounts to state
ehe
way to a man's heart is impressed you as it did me. and
s• betiding, gas tax' less than rural trernely good-roads conscious.
Games and eentests, which Were and national banks,
Monday, December 23, at Paris.
••
whereas these amounts are deposits
•• cur' owners• because ethe country 'The state now also proposes to ithrough his stomach but to a that you were made to realize just Tenn. They were accompanied by sponsored by Mrs. Ralph 'Ray and
of the Farmers Bank of hazel in state and national
often through her how serious the question of con•• m
iry gets the most benefit from it. take over all county roads for woman's
Mrs.
George
Marine,
caused' much
Ottis Youngblood and Curtis Wildue 'from them.
servation really is. Are you satis- son. They are, making their. home laughter and were enjoyed by all. banks an
though the urban citizen naturally maintenance. While it is aimed to Ver.
fied to have our game and fish ex- on North Seventh street
must have geod *roads .for hie cieen use convict labor on these proThe
honorerre-eived many nice
Murray.
Tom Turner gave Keen Johnson terminated, sod wIlsaVikee you go• ••••
transportation needs.
jectis, experience has _already
arid useful eier...
•
couple of gairels made from •a bs( le is *beet it?
••
bla. Ward further ,decleres he proved that such is sornewhat exA delicioti; plate which was
•
Lynn Grove M. E. Missionary
.. has it on geed authonity. that in pensive. The (costs under such a maple that- grew in the yard of
furnished by lseltiley. Mrs. O. L.
It Is agaihst the law to buy
Society Meets
event the gas tax is reduced a pen- system will be More, we think. Keen's birthplace in Lyon county. quail and when .you do you enCain Sr.. Mrs • Ralph Ray and
The Lynn Grove M. E. Mission- Mrs. Paul Cunnineham was
▪
ny a .gallen
at The refiners will trtififie state seemingly estimatet. Tom ought to have rewarded Keen courage the law violator to trap
served,
ary
Inc
those
splendid
.Society
committee
met
at
the
ashome
of
•
rake the price a similar • amount
It can easily be seen thatwith
which consisted of pimento sandand also "pot-shoot", thereby 'exsignmenes
If consideration for ap- 411
f•he
worthy
Mrs.
Nix
Saturday,
Harris
Senator
January
the tremendous mileage to
whiches, different kinds of cake
terminating. in .a toe of cases, an
be
1-1: for its regular meeting. with end puneh..
pearance has prevented ineiaintained. a reduction in the gas from Calloway got
covey.
entire
This
kind
of
thing
is
• •• ••'ax would leave little or nothing
vestigation of comfortable
Those prefer.: were as follows:
about as fair to a'decent hunter as Mrs. Harris as leader.
So far as-I can judge from the the hunter would be to the baseball . The following
program
was
fer ne-w -construction, for mainMiss Nitatc,,-. Brewer, Mrs.. Paul
vision, -diiric`hesitate any
given:
number
of
changes in address on fan and. She football fan it the
tenance funds must be augmented
Cunningham. Mrs. 0. E, Cain Sr.,
longer.
The Ledger & Tunes subscription hunter were to dynamite the ball
Song. True
Hearted,
Whole Fred Lesson
:instead of decerased.
Cain. Mrs. George
Styles in frames and glassIf the people of Calloway county list there were more movings, in park or the football stadium; yet Hearted;
Marine, Mrs. Ralph Ray. Mrs. Mary
es are designed to enhance
Seriptuie, Gen. 14..
want the gas tax cut a penny we Calloway county the first of the some of you good citizens practice
Copeland. Mrs. Ben Cain, Mrs.
Meditation, Mrs. Joel Crawford. Bertie Billington. Mrs.
appearance as well as assurnave neither seen nor heard any year just past than ever before in this manly art All a sportsman
Ora Santhe county's history. We have been wants is a (air consideration.
Prayer. Mrs. James.
ing proper correction. ,
ders, Mrs. Etta Sanders,
Think
e busy as bees for the past two this over. Our great and good Song, Carlene Sue ,Lockhart.
Mrs. Raerna Reed • and little
There are specially designed stylek for every
weeks switching names on the President has called for
The Blessedness of Forgetful- „daughter, . Miss Eurah
kenationRiley, Mrs_
type, and frames for every activity,
mailing list. We arc glad to do al meeting of sportsmen.
ness.
Manon
Crawford.
Cernolia Gray. Mrs. Tempest Pasthe GovA playlet. "The intangible lega- chall. Mrs. V_onnie
this not only because it enables eronr of each State to appoint two
Marine... Mrs.
cies
"
the
subscriber
was
to
given
several
get
his
by
pf
paper
the
THAT THRIFTY NEIGIlliOft of yours has another -good
Trolya Greenfield.• Mrs. Lloyd
delegates to meet in Washington
ladies:each
week
PeedOptometrist
l
out
delay
also
but
Purdom Building
ptan that helps him satyr one of his problems.
cunntsintan, Mn, 0. L. Cain Jr.
for a conservation meeting October
.Song. Faith of Our Fathers.
because it saves us much time in 3 to work out plans for
Mrs.
Bud'
Edmonds,
wild
life
Belle
Smith
Be Maims his Liberty Bonds pay his Life (marine,.
The books that we are to study
looking up his name when he betterment. That's the impoetance
were discussed by Mrs! Stary
cameo in to renew his s-ubscrip- that the President of
- As tiae,tuderen money eons".s in he tars It a$1de until his
, the United
insurance premium is doe and then he pays the bill "abpresident.
eon.
States gives it.
out drawing on hb bank account at All.
Roll Call, Mrs. James.
Now. Mr. Good Citizen: (men
Kentucky's oldest li'ving ex-govAny plan that nal help you build up a special fend for
and women). we sportsmen want
some inportant purpose is well tsorth while-for it Will help
ernor is just now the most imcooperation. We want you
to build a band...owe bank account.
portant one. Governor • Beckham your
being head of the re-organization to express yourself in no uncertain
The ( ertificate of Deposit is often used for this purpose
terms, at all times, that ycu don't
Is also helps to keep money handy so that you ran get it
•mmittee which is expected to
approve of the law violations.
Why do so many women take carquickly uhenc‘er you need it for some special epportunit)
eke the old Ship of Stete from
or tine s.ptsi ted need.
Calloway Canty
u
badly • nceds dui for the relief of functional pains
•em to stern.
-along- theft ltineS, and _ha St MontblY___Hitith2 The answer Is
-ogsee-ar-0----gailse- -Um-pi= is•
teity-why not you?
that they went results such as Mrs.
Death' of the sales, tax! And this we ask your help, any, time a Herbert W.Hunt,of Hallseille, Texas,
He ia 1::-olnpt and courteous in servicing
went to its grave' with few man brags about killing twenty or describes. She writes: "My health
thirty birds in One day, he is ad- 1211sn't good. I suffered from crampieurners at the brink!
your
intertlits as a motorist at he.atrt.
• .• .
mitting his greed and selfiehness. ing. My pain would be so Intense It would
nauseate tne I would lust drag around.
It is said that the stock market What is there to boast about being so shierish
*do-less.' My mothedidiUY •
He.is prompt and courteous in srevicing
stied to glee me Cardut
began to mend
,
so fast one day 'last week that a good shot with a shotgue. Dill- stiedto
lbet tired, aluedish feellr.,7 was gone and
e profit on a single share would inger was a good shot, but who the pales dl,appeared I can't
car and silo* all he is thorough
praise CarWants to be
too highly because I know It helped
echase a pork chop.
fas." . • .
Cesdul does not help YOU.
giving you a complete service
-.
, John R. Oulef
4/011011t a physician.*
WASHINGTON, D. C.
The Republicans think President
Rooseveits speech didn't amount
MAXIMUM INSURANCE. t
;
0
flfl00
„AI
to much but they wanted equally
ci EACH DEPOSITOR
FOR
as much time to answer it.
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Joe Louis found a 'million dollars in a brown sock last year.
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Prcocessing Tax
Is Ruled Invalid
by Supreme Court
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By Joe
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rASSOCIATION

Radio & Refrigerator
Service
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W. H. CARTER

Proposed Reduction
in Gas

.1 en

earlExPersence

CORRECTION!

THE PUBLIC VOICE

Due FROM State Banks
Due FROM National Banks

$ 5,000.00
12,243.38

Comfortable Vision
With Attractive
Glafses

Medicated
with ingredients of
Vicks VapoRub

VICKS COUGH DROP

Your Thrifty Neighbor

.13 R. 0.C. WELLS

Lady's Painful Trouble
Helped By Cardui

-

•

Meet the Super
- Service Man

DEPOSITS INSURED

your

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
15000

DEES BANK OF -HAZEL
Hazel, Kentacky

440

SAT., JAN- 18

elications of it. We do not believe
• would be to our best interests
• effeet such a reduction.

10 O'clock Sharp

BIG AucTION.,§TAI

NEXT TO SHROAT'S MEAT MARKE.I

JOE

IRVAN, Manager

SALE STARTS AT 10 O'CLOCK SHARP,SAT., JAN. 18th
••••••••

COME,EARLY
Real chance for small merchants to make money. on Clothing,
Shoes, Dry Goods
at AUCTION
UNDER awl-JAMMER

Let us drain, dean it and
refill with Prestone AntiFreeze.
Also Thermal
Son-Rusting Alcohol.

Distance telephone calls

AND

Drive in Greater
Safety all Winter.

REDUCED PERSON -TO PERSON RATES
otter

7 every

CRANKCASE

evening

Promptly
done, and 'we recom-

service.
Two redaction.. in tong distance telephone rates now in effect.
offer you even greater eiconony in conducting your social and buoinese affairs with people in other cities.
The same reduced rates which have been in effect on long
distant* Station -to-Station calls after 7 P. M.,are now in effect
all day Sunday on most Station-to-Station calls on which the
day rate is more than 35 amts.

We are giving up building - - Must vacate at once - Entire
stock of brand new merchandise to be sold under the hammer regardless iof prices.

BUY WISE STORE

SPECIAL
SUNDAY RATES
for Long

CLOTHING SHOES DRY-GOODS
COME ONE
COME ALL
SAVE MONEY
OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME. BUY THESE GOODS AT
YOUR OWN PRICES! To be sold by the piece and in small lots

Keep Your Radiator Safe!

With your ear in good shape and winter serViced. Patronize the Super-'Service Station regularly-IrirdIrOtill have no
worry about your radiator (anti-free''
Volution)

DIAMOND 760
in winter weight.

yoorzitt-Erstuttriptra your- tires.

Our workmen 'give You 'a thorough service on each visit here.

•

0Rates are now reduced oa PersoneoeFereon calls every night

^AS

after 7 P. NIL, and on day Sunday, on mom calls on which the
day Station-to-Station rate is more than 35 cents. Previously,
only Station-to-Station rates were reduced at night.

k

Thesenew lower "long diesewee" rate periods for Night and Sunday calls will make the telephone more useful to more people In
more ways. It means a broader service at lower cost. Use -long
dietanee" freely to keep in tomb with friends and relative to
deer up the week's unfinished busloe*PNote the following typical three-minute rate..
STAT1Ort T0.5'1.7109(

Atlanta, Ga.
Ti)
Charlotte. K.C.
Jacksonville, Pis.
Louisville. Kw.
Miami, Fla,
1/11•101e, Ala.
llaa/tville. Tee,
.
New Orleans, L.,
Now York. N. Y.

Ihm•

flight

•.te
1.10
1.35
1.4$
2-55
1.45
1.0S
1.55
3.00

11..dime.las

AS
AO
AS
1.40
415
.40
1.10
1.45

.45
.55
.110
1.15
.1110
.45
.66
1.35

FKABOR.TO.PEAAON
Net.
?flight god
nay
he.d.,
3t
it•Sass euroien•
5•1.
1.50
1.75
1.15
3.25
1.115
1.40
245
3.74

1.05
1.20
1.25
2.10
1.25
.05
1.60
2.40

.45
.55
.40
1.15
410
.45
..S5
1.35

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.

Firestone Tires
and Tubes
nred the quick, expert services we can give them
checked here today for
iafety on winter roads.

D-X Gasoline
i I s and
cants are egual
Lu
:
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torny tests.

Super - Service Station
Jackson Purchase Orf---Co.
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Earl,Davis, Teammate of Coach Cutchin
30 Years Ago, Will Brin,g Maryville, Mo.
Cagers Here for Clash Friday Night

recognition to the Murrayan.
Coach
Cutchin has intimated
that nothing would be more pleasing . to Mr. Davis if' it could be
arranged for all the old-timers to
4
get together while Mr. Davis is
Friday night of this week will days Coach Davis was also one of here and have a regular pow-wow
be a bight spot in Athletic Di- the seven Murray gridmen that of the days so well 'remembered
rector Carlisle Cutchin's career made the grade on a college team by this group.
when Earl Davin - formerly of and the entire seven ''made the
It has been suggested that inMurray and a plaiinate and team- team", which could easily go in terested parties get in touch with
mate of Coach Cutchin, will bring Ripley's column.
Coach Cutchin and formulate furhis Maryville, (Mo.) cagemeu to
Carlisle Cutchin, MAO" Hay, Haf- ther plans.
Murray State College to meet the ford
Davis and his team, who come
Hay, Clyde Downs, "Punkin"
Thoroughbreds.
Beaman. George Gatlin and Earl from about 100 miles North of
Earl Davis is well remembered Davis were in their hey
-day to- Kansas City, will go to Cape
by many of
urray who used to gether and no doubt Mr. Davis will Girardeau, Mo., Saturday to meet
wait with great anticipation for _meet many of his Old friends while the Cape five.
Earl to come to ,the plate at the. in _Murray_-------- ___ •
old baseball park near the railCoach Davis, with apologies if
road for Earl was the "Babe" of error
COUNTk AGENT NOTES
is made, was forming his
Murray baseball at thanizne and athletic
career in Murray some 30
one of. the few that could bounce years ago.
After diving into old
The County Agent is issuing
the sphere off the rails and ties records
and what-not matters of checks that were received before
that easily counted for a "circuit" interest
were found of Davis and January 7th and issuing allotment
blow.
the others mentioned sitsev_e before cards- for tobaccusscurrecting e.on.
the year 1964. It was also found tracts and carrying.
slop a;
, on _about the
baseball player but was one of the that Coach Davis was an outstandsame but without the AAA help.
outstanding tackles of the grid- ing football player in large colThe secretary and two assistant
iron of those dayeand will long be leges of that day and saw service
agents are all that are left of his
rememberd for his teriffic power at tackle, halfback and end posi- previous
office help. This slows
In the forward wall. In the early tions that brought commendable
the work and he hopes farmers
will be patient when calling it the
office and someone will wait on
him as soon as one can get loose
from other duties.

-
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Mr. CaMwell used a hygrometer
and added water trying to keep
the moisture contpnt cf the air in
the barn tø the desired quantity.
Why doesn't more try this?
--------

The Parent-Teachers Asaocqition
of the Hazel high school will observe Dad's Night Thursday evening, January 18, at 7:30 o'clock at
At this writing we are having
the school. Mrs. Clete Paschall,
president will preside, and an in- some nice weather and people are
teresting program is being ar- making use of U.
The Rev. Ross filled his regular
ranged.
Mrs. Bryan Overcast and chil- appointment at Locust Grove the
dren of Murray were, here last second §unday.
•
Baptist W. M. S. Meets
week visiting relatives and friends.
We ec7vatulate Mr. and Mra.
Tuesday
T. S. Herron was in Trezevant, Willis Manning on their new plow
The Woman's Missionary Society
Tenn., Tuesday to visit his father boy who arrived a few nights ago.
of the Baptist Church met Tueswho is ill.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Edward
day afternoon at the church and
Mrs. W. B. Milstead, Miss Eva with their new girl that was born
held its regular monthly meeting
Perry, Mrs. Myrtle Osborn, Mrs. last week. Both infants are doing
with Mrs. A. M. Hawley conducting
A. M. Hawley,, and Mrs. James Well.
the program.
Underwood attended the quarterly
The Royal Service program was
Mrs. Edna Swift is on the sick
meeting of the W. M. U. of the
carried out,
Blood Meer Aftociation at Mur- II& at this time. alto Claud ManTopic for month: "The Kingdom
ning and Buck Manning's baby but
ray last Thursday.
of Heaven is Like . . ."
all are reported as better at this
R W. Greene of Mayfield, was a
The meeting opened with the
writing.
Hazel visitor Tuesday afternoon.
song, "The Kingdom is Coming."
Mrs. Mary Alexander is visiting
The
Rev.
W.
A.
Baker
of
GleaDevotional, Mrs. A. M. Hawley.
her daughter, Mrs. Ezra Edwards,
son. Tenn., was in Hazel a few
Prayer, Mrs. Grace Wilson.
near Backusburg, this week.
hours Tuesday morning.
Thy Kingdom Come—The King
Several of the 44rmers
..
have carRob—Roy—Hiekeswherie
and His Stibre-c -1STititiiii-OT -the
ii
o t eir tobacco during the
at Springville. Tenn.. was An Hazel
Kingdom, Mrs. Hawley
past week.
a few hours Tuesday afternoon to
It is Precious Like a Pearl, Mrs.
Earnest Hanley and family movvisit home folks.
Novels Hurt.
ed the past week to the Raymond
Elder and Mrs. G. P. Curd and
Smith place.
It is Powerful, Like the Leaven,
son, Mr. and Mrs.,Mark Nix of the
Miss Libbie James.
Carrol Alexander and family
Blood River section were in Hazel
have moved into the house vacaIt Grows Like the Mustard Seed,
Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Myrt Osborn.
ted by Oliver Tabors and owned by
Mr. and Mrs. Darwin White were
Enemies of the Kingdom, Mrs. H.
George Marine. Carl is considerin Murray Monday afternoon.
I. Neely.
ing working in the shop at KirkMr. and Mrs. Kelly Orr of Jones'
The Needs of the Kingdom, Mrs
sey.
Mill section were in Hazel WedJoe Wilson.
Jim Lawrence and Claud transDon't forget to add grass to the
nesday morning.
Following the program, Mrs.
acted business in Murray Friday.
mixture of lespedeza that are seedMr. and Mrs. W. H. Miller and
Grace Wilson, the president, took
L. W. Boyd of Penny is improved this year. If you now have a
children, William Cyrus and Gene ing
slowly.
lespedeza stubble from '35 try seed- charge and conducted the regular Orr, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Mason
Mrs. Amanda Cain is better at
ing a little grass in that this monthly business session.
and daughter, Betty were Murray
Those present were: Mrs. Grace
present.
spring and see if the sod doean't
visitors Monday evening.-- -There are —four or five down
improye faster and another thing Wilson, Mrs. A. M. Hawley, Mrs.
Misses Mollie and Ann B. Hill
pasture will conic earlier and stay Ws B. Milstead, Mrs. Dick Miller. were in Paris Sunday visiting rela- with the flu ,at Zelner Crouse's.
They are having a tough time.
later with grass in the mixture. Mrs. Hester, Mrs. Howard Lee, Mrs. tives and friends.
Novela Hurt, Mrs. Lela Wilson,
Prince Hughes of Backusburg is
There would not be a beautiful
H. I. Neely was In Puryear SunMiss Libbie James, Mrs. Ella Mayvery 111 with pneumonia.
blue grass region of Kentucky if
day to visit R. J. Hall who has
The writer would suggest biit had not been for the grass coin- er and Mrs. H. I. Neely. '
been ill for the past year.
weekly paper issued by the Ledger
The next meeting will be on
ing voluntarily on these hills of
The
Rev.
A.
M.
Hawley
filled
his
Tuesday afternoon after the 4th
& Times if the editor saw fit to
central Kentucky.
Time-phosregular appointment at the Baptist
do so.—Lazy Ned.
phate-clovers and grass can -make Sunday in January with Miss church near Columbus. Tenn.
Eva Perrac,in charge of the prothis a rich beautiful section some
Mrs. Callie Rugsell left Wednesgram.
Attorney Joe Lancaster left the
day.
day 'for Detroit for several maths'
first of the week for Jacksonville,
Closing prayer, Mrs. Lela
The AAA committeeingia at Celvisit with her children.
jo n Mrs. Lancaster who
, toway-tounty met at Murray Sathas been there visiting relatives
urday, January 11, end drafted
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Terrell and • H. A. Leine, agent in charge of since the holidays. Mr. Lancesresolutions and foratanied them
children of Paducah were week Negro work in Jessamine county, ter has recovered from an illness
,.....ny wire to Secretary Wallace and
Terrell's par- laat month completed his 1Fth year of influenza. They will remain in
President Roosevelt and by letter end guests of Mrs.
of successful service,
Floriday for a week or so longer.
to Senators and Representatives of ents. Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Jones in
West Hazel.
this section. Below is a espy of
Miss Myrtle Whitnell was in
the resolutions; ..
_... ,.
Meritphis, Tenn., a few 'days last
.
RESOLUTIONS
Week visiting.
WHEREAS; The farmers of CalH. I. Neely was in
Mayfield
loway County have been benefited
greatly by the functioning of the Tuesday on business.
Miss Magdalene Lamb spent last
AAA since its organization and
WHEREAS: The agricultural in- week in Almo visiting her grandterest of this community are in parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cleaver.
Mrs. Elic McLeod, who has been
serious danger of suffering great
and irreparable damage by reason confined to her -room fox" the past
of the recent decision of the United few days is some better at this
writing.
States Supra
COW in -declaring
Mrs. Davie Alton McBride.
. us
_ _was
.___i4 the AAA ascanallhollesial.
- ,‘‘ BE IT 11/1210LIRIDi That we, the Murray a:Jew,days first part of the
'a
A
executives, committee chairman, week guest of her Water, Mrs.
mist
sOttot to Marry
-.- and _tanners new in- session at the Willie Orr, and Mr. Orr.
wtfil. Money Is thcasnla.
Courthouse in Murray. Kentucky. - Mat Sea White -with
Murray 'Tuesday en account of the
That's what she
this Saturday, January 11, 1986.
thought...1d
endorse the courageous stand being death of her aunt, Mrs. Rufe
taken by President Franklin D. Langston.
she fell for a
Miss Jennie Oliver of Paris.
For all time the memory of your loved one
Roosevelt in the support of the
guy whose only
Tenn.,
visiting
is
hci
sister,
Mrs.
farmers of this nation, and that we
is perpetuated in an imposing shaft, fashioned
assets were...
commend the efforta and achieve- Frye Rose.
On flawless granite. Its beauty, timeless as the hills,
Mrs. Floyd Fudge spent Sunday
love and kisses!
ments of Secretary Wallace and his
aptly symbolizes their beautiful life and stands
corps of co-workers in carrying in Paris visiting her mother. Mrs.
Robt.
Maddox who is in a Paris
4 out the ASSAssarogniess,suid
sr-tribute-from those who Invert titeurisest
BE IT FURTHER 'RESOLVED: ospitaTTOi treafinent.
Mrs. Mary Seay of Marray was
That we urge. petition, and request
the lawmakers of Congress now guest of her niece, Mrs. Mariam
It has been our privilege to be of assistance
assembled to cooperate with Presi- Wilson last .Suaday afternoon.
in the choice of many lovely memorials. We have
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow,
dent Roosevelt in working . out
the facilities for creating individual designs-end
some system or plan that will ade- Miss,EvaLee Perry and Mrs. T. S.
quately take the place of the AAA Herron were Miran, Tenn., visitors
executing them in beautiful granite from the best
in caring for the great problems of last Tuesday.
mines of G,eprgia.
A. L. Youngermoh of Lexington,
production and distribution for the
benefit of Agricultural interests of Tenn.. was a Hazel business visitor
_
Tuesday.
our great nation.
We welcome the opportunity a_Abictissing
-- Respectfully submitted.
memorials with you.
RESOLUTION COMMITTEE
C. J. Williams
W. A. Petteraon
H. Spiceland.
Unanimously adopted:
Leslie Ellis. Chairman
—AND

Kirksey Kinklets

HAZEL NEWS I

A New Year Dawns

-wn-

GOLDIE ORR, Manager
East Depot Street
Murray, Ky.
TELEPHONE 121

Funeral services for Connie Radford, 39 years of age, were held
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock
from the Goshen church. The Rev.
J. 'F. Davis _Was in charge and
burial was in the church cemetery.
Death came to the former countian is North St. Louii Friday
morning of. pneumonia. He worked in Mayfield, before going to St.
LOuis with the Merit Clothing Co.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
Kitty Radford, a daughter, Mrs.
Estelle Suiter, near Coldwater, and
three sons, Robert, Raymond. and
J. C. Radford.

SAVE

FIRE...TORNADq
—
AutOmobile, Plate Glass Casualty

L.E. OWEN,Gen. Insurance
First National Bank Building

SUNDAY and MONDAY
You can laugh your darn
fool head off
while you swim
in melody!
HIT SONGS:
"Santa Ciao* Came,
in the-Spring.'
"Ernie .Meente
You
Mink Mo;"
Were Mane.-''Meet
Miss America.- "I
Saw. Her at Eight
O'clock-"

1

MOTHER!

T.

W. C. Caldwell of Lynn Grove
corsimiu'iity- tried the soft cure
method for his tobacco crop of
1935 and for his ettorts:-aoa-care
he sold his leaf for $20.00 last week.

don't experiment
with your

CAROLE LOMBARD
FRED MacMURRAY

"THE VOICE OF EXPERIENCE"

„,„
frff

dIer

-

A new pair of giggle getters
and the pick of the rising
starlets in

k0
RADIO
Picture
Woth

Child's Cold

HUGH HERBERT
HELEN BRODERICK

SATURDAY ONLY

ROGER PRYOR • FRED KEATING
ERIC SLONE • PHYLLIS BROOKS
Decried bs Ben .5•411, Aw,.Protienst,Ziee Myers

George

O'Brien

FOR

WHISPERING
//' SMITHS0e04

DISTINCTION

ugh ser-

h

•IRENE WARE.
KENNETH THOMSON
Directed by Day,d Howard

YOU CAN'T Do
AS

SERVICE
Sound Protection
SAVINGS

Connie Radford
DiesILLSt. Louis

I

lter!

tbYtfrc

Saturday afternonn ancimade plans
and drew for the Calloway county
basl&tball tournament which will
be played at Murray High School
February 13, 14 slid 15th. The
tournament will be played prior
to the district tournament which
will
include
Marshall
county
teams. The coaches and schoels,
respectively, are as follows: Clifton Brown, Almo; Ty Holland,
Murray; Ourys Lassiter,
Heart Darnell. Kirksey; Boots-Jeffrey, Lynn Grove; Joe Miller,
Hazel; Clifton Thurman, Training
School; Guy Billington, Faxon.
The second teams will be entered in the county tournament this
year.
The play off: Thursday afternoon,
February 23, at 2:30, Lynn GrOve
vs Almo, second team; at 3:30,
Almo vs New Concord, first team;
at 4:30, Training School vs Faxon,
first team.
Thursday night at 7 p. m.: Kirksey vs Concord, second team; at 8
p. m. Lynn Grove vs Hazel, first
team; at 9 p. m. Murray vs Kirksey, first team.
Friday afternoon. February 1.4, at
3 o'clock the 'Training School will
meet Hazel. second team; 4 p. m.,
Faxon vs Murray, second team; at
7:30 p. m. the winner of the Lynn
Grove-Hazel game will play the
winner . of the Training 'School-

BETTER THAN A

From the story by
FRANK H SPEARMAN

-4 VICKS VAPORUB
J'

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

Hugh Walpole Wrote This Thriller!

r-

Now a screen entertainment that
will hold you
spellbound to the
/-", thrilling climax!
( Don't miss it/

A Fox Release

Pontiac
IPONTIAC
SIXES and EIGHTS
FOR
DEPENDABILITY

'C KY

PRICED

Often, "mere colds" have serious
cOnsequences. It is dangerous to
neglect a cold—equally clanger/2*n
to experiment with half -way
1111eastliCI.

Feel safe! Use Vicks VapoRub
—the proved external method of
treating colds. No risks of constant
internal "dosing", which so often
upsets delicate digestions and lowers resistance when most needed
DOUBLE DIRECT ACTION
Just rubbed on at bedtime,
VartoRub fights a cold direct—two
ways at once—by stimulation and
inhalation. This combined poultices
vapor action loosens phlegm—
,soothes irritated membrancs—eases
atifaicalt breavtlehvg— heirs breakcongestion. Often by morning the
worst of the cold is over.

AS LOW AS
Lion poises at Pontiac. Mirk.. twain at
11•IS Pee the Sir arta $7.e•far the Mese
(itabfiect in Owings, without notice).
Standard group of acce•.orie• extra.

L.S.ANDERSON MOTOR-COMPANY
.108-10 North Seventh Street
Mayfield. Kentucky

WATCH FOR THESE HITS!
SHIRLEY TEMPLE IN "THE LITTLEST REBEL"
STARK YOUNG'S, "SO RED THE ROSE"
LILY PONS IN J DREAM TOO MUCtl"
CECIL B. DER1ILLE'S "THE CRUSADES"
OF THE RANCHO","TALE OF TWO CITIES"
"COLLEGIATE", SYLVIA SCARLET", "AH WILDER'NESS".
-

A Pii,enaloti Pistsr• with
hbui Howard • Weedy tends
Willis Newsrd•tleseare Whiney

•..

41r7

-

-

•
•

,

Faxon game; at 8:30 the wthner of
the -Murray-Itirksey
game will
meet the winner of the Almo-Conqord.game. The finals in the first
team play-off will be played Saturday night at 8:30.
Saturday morning, February 13,
the second team semi-finals will biess played with the winners of the
Lynn Grove-Almo and Faxon..
Murray game meeting and the winners of the Kirksey-Concord and
Teeming School-Hazel ptaying.
The finals for the second teams
will be played at 7:30 p. m. Saturday night.

Agent MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE INS. CO.

MURRAY MARBLE WORKS

have no
Li-freeze

-•

z...iivreey enemy coaches hart

1.0-VE IS -SWELL-

Remembered

lid win-

CALLOWAY COACHES DRAW
'FOR COUNTY NET TOURNEY

t

TODAY and FRIDAY

Building
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gone to the farm on State Line Water. Valley, Ky., were business Beale. Mrs. Joe Lancaster, T. C.
fourths t540-4) poles. thence East known and deletigiuttecl on the plat same recorded in Deed book 30.- beginning.
•
%%clod
by .Mr. Trees, Besot visitors in Scatter-Brains' vicinity Carson. Prank Beaman, Mrs. cui
three-fourths . 15 9-4)
five and
Maio. beginning one hundred
Langton aavitene to Vie Merton Saturday for ..' few hours.
minim,* William Diuguid, Mies poles; thence fifty-six and three- of the- town .dif Murray ti;s eirceini page 239 in the office of the Clerk thirty-four
and three-fourths (134
17tinn farm. Irving Cochran and
by the division of said town as cif the Calloway County Court,
Ws* Roberta .Smith of Mt. Anna Gibson, Tom Taylor and fourths .56
3-4) poles: thence West
Thirty-three.
which is
much family will remain on
3-4) poles. North of the S. L Corthe Miss Pleasant neighborhood in Tennes- Ruth Filbeek.
five and three-fourths (5 3-4) poles lot Ni.. 45 as at own by :arid plat dated July 6, 1929 and 'recorded in ner of said Section; thence runbelow the average. attended Sun- One
DO% farm, also Jocated on see visited in this neighborhood
.Defeodaia to the bevelling.
day school yesterday. However,
andrecotoect in peed Book If. page Deed Botiit .b1h. page 329 in the of! ning West sirtay-two and on#Isalf
_
the
State r-iir near CrossLand.
last
week
end.
By virtue .if a judga..tent
• there are lots of cella eadar,T and"
citi&Selese-elesie aN. derived by 496 in the office of the Clerk of firs' of the C!erk c-f a Geller/ea, 441. 1-V-wales .faiteisiest./or a
,Frank has beeght the borne of
Mr and Mrs. Cleburri Adams of
order of sale of the C.illoway Cir- deed from W 11. Diuguid dated the Calloway County Cottle ex- -County Court.
bad roads in places nittt'"Ieraeleff.' his boyhood known as the late Munly
ginning to lay off said two acres;
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hol- cuit Court,
near the chpreh.
rendered at the No- Sept. 1, 1934, recorded in Deed cept...ahe West half tf said lot
He will next sell the following thence South fifty-six and threeMark Clark place. Grenville Scar- lis Adams Sunday.
vember term thereof, 1935, in the Book 59. page 286, in the office of twenty .4:217f.'' feet- and niep '49) described land:. As a part of the S. fourths (56 3-4) poles; thence East
Master Edwin. son of Mr. and brough
Will occupy) the afkrm vaN. G. Wall was a businesa visitor above
cause for the purpose of di- the Clerk- of
Mrs. Noble Brandon whose illness cated by Mr.
Calloway County inches in width deeded to B. J. E. (In of Sec. 14, T. 2, R. 4 East five and three-fourths (5 3-4)
Clark.
in- Museey Saturday.
vision of property and costs here- Court.
- of pneumonia Was mentioned sevBeale, September 15, 1933. and for and bounded as follows: Beginning poles; thence West five and threeHouston Webb has moved to the
Well is the A.A.A. is all bursted in extended,
eral weeks ago. is yet confined to farni1 shall proceed to
title to above lands, see eighty 180) poles -North of the fourts IS 3-4) poles to the beginnear Kelly 'school recently up by the Supreme Court. several
AILle...Lat No. 18 in the Tarry ad- source
offer for sale at_the court house
his bed.
vacated by Ed Rickman who mov- are out of a job and probably
dition to the town of Murray as deed from Vernon Blythe dated South East corner of said Section; ning.
door in Murray. Kentucky, to the
Relatives and friends are glad to
He will next sell Lot. No. 18 in
ed east of Murray.
shown of record Mal:reed Book 49, October 26. 1907 and record& in thence West on,2 hundred twentyDeer- others soon will be. -Scatter-Brains. highest bidder
at public auction. on
note that Joe Brandon. who was ihg. who bought theLuther
page 37. Said lot being sixty-eight Deed Book 23. page 231 in the of- eight (l28) poles; thence South five the Tarry addition to the town of
Miss Lisale
Monday. the 27th day of January,
critically ill at
fice of theClerk of the Calloway (5) poles; thence East one hundred Murray as shown of record in Deed
his home near Baker farm, moved
and three-fourths (68 3-4) feet
to it last
1836. at 1 e'cleck or thereabout
Gunter's Flat. is -much improved. week.
County Cohrt.•
-twealy-eight (12.8) poles to the Sec- Book 49. page 37. Said lot beihg
East and West and two hundred
4 same being county, court day),
Con Radford. who died at -St.
He will' next sill the following tern line; thence North five (5) sixty-eight and three-fourths 168
On account of.conapicuously had
forty-seven 4247) feet North and
upon a credit_ci -suc riltillthe the
Louie and whose remains were places in
described tireperty_tce_Will_Let_
to. The ..beitinniar clintaining 3-4i feet East and West_ anti __taro
roads, W. A. Perry. rural
following described porperty, being
brought to Goshen Sunday for in- Carrier
42 as shown by the plat of said four -(41 acres.
hundred forty-seven (247) feet
Grantor
of Reute 3. was late a few
received
title
from
H.
T.
Herbert W Hopkins- was hotel and lying in :Calloway County,
terment, had several relatives in days
town,
and
for
source
title
of
.ref.
Also, beginning eighty (80) poles North and South.
Waldrop on. June 3, 1932. as shown
last week. Maybe before an- August 22. 1884, and departed this
Kentucky, towit:
this vicinity among whom as Mrs. other
erence
is
here
made
to deed from North of the S. K Corner of Sec.
For the purchase price the puryear slome. who have 'the life Deeember 19, 1935. Age 51
by deed recorded in Deed Book 57,
Minnie Senetherrnan, a cower, 'supervision
Two lots lying and being in• the page 450 in the office of the Clerk J. C. McElrath to E S. Leuguid, 14. T. 2, R. 4 East:- thence North chaser must everatte bond with
of roads, will allot years 2 months and 27 days.
Lestet, the son of Mr. and Mee needed money
dated
Oct. 17. 1896 and recorded fifty-six and tbsee-fourth poles to approved securities, bearing legal
town of Murray.' Ky.. and known of Calloway County Court.
to- their upkeep.
He was married to Lydia Rainey
Claud Cunningham. who was reIt further appearing to the court in Deed Book 9. page 538. in the a black gum and sugar tree; thence interest from the days of sale unChrist said ."Blessed are the pure In 'March 1907. To this union was as. Lots No. 68 and 71 in tne plat
cently home from a CCC camp in in heart
office
of the Clerk of the Callo- fifty-six and two-fourths (56 2-4) til paid, and having the force and
of meet town. See Deed Book a that Lot. No. 68 has valuable
for they shall see God.intborn three- children. Ire', Neva, and
Termhequam•Ai& .ra a family re
-pales-4944
se
an.
TUdgriierff..—Bidders
—FprrivernertS tM-The Weil end there.
preed
heve
Bud.
All
to
.him
union' With his. grandparents,. Mr.
He will next sell lots Nos. 11, 12. SoUth fifty-six and threselourths will
prepared - to comply
be
E. S. tiltiguid..Sr.. derived line of and that the East end of same
graveexeept
the
Bud.
He
and Mrs. Dave Myers. and other
13. in Block 2 in- the Beale and (56 3-4) poles to a small black promptly
these
with
terms.—
leaves to - mourn his death a son. to said lands by deed frons. B: K is vacant and that same fronts one Holton addition
relatives in this vicinity.
to the town of gum: thence East fifty-six . and George S. Hart, Master CommisBourland and wile Nancy Sour- hundred eight-liye and One-half
Buel,
sister
one
step-mother.
and
aCottage peleyerstaieettne will la#2,
Murray Mean place) and plat of three-fourths (56 3-4) peles to the sioner,
He was a devoted husband and land on June 9. 1884. Also Lot (185 1-2) feet on Main Street 'its
he1
4.3
;
.+
1 iten
thre
ps2...„
aome
rtiv
Mr. a
Mrsi
No. 45 in the city of Murray as Murray. Kentucky .Easl and sWest
father
ur ay evendescribed in plat in said teem in and is one hundred four (104) feet
News is as _scarce as .ever. but
log.
Deed Book H and recorded at page North and South, it is therefore,
has gone.
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Wrather, ac- was I mad when the letter I wrote A loving one frinh
496, except the West Wile of said adjudged that same be sold in two
companied by their son Marvin before Christmas was published •a A voice we loved is Stilled
lot 20 feet and 9 inches in width separate lots, that is said cornand Mrs. Wrather, motored to week late but I know I didn't There's a vacant place in our deeded to E -T.
-Beale. September miasioner will sell the West end of
home that never can be filled.
Union City ..last - week and visited mail it soon .eneuglasa...But the let25, 1933,
said lot in the following diminiwith their relatives. 'the Rev. and ter that sit4eared' in this past
K S. Diuguid received title to the sions, one hundred ten and one-half
week's piper was a week old .also
Mrs. Oce Wrather.
above land by deed from Vernon (110 1-2) feet East and West frontTO GIVE PLAY
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Treat hue. but I mailed it on Monday. DecemBlythe, Oct. 26, 1907 and reoorded ing on 'Main Street and one hunmoved to their home recently pur- ber 30. so ii, would get an early
dred four (104) feet North and
The Pleasant Valley School will in Deed Book 23. page 231.
chased near Kelly school house,, enough. . But let us dismiss it and present
Also Lot. No. 42 in the city of South and described as follows:
a play Saturday night.
and Mr. and Mia Ben Hill have hope it will not happen again.
January 18. at the school. The play Murray as shown by plot recorded one hundred ter and
one-half
. -Road an ertaele in Use:paper tor
promises to be amusing and enter- In 'Deed Book
page :496 in the 1110 1-2) feet to be taken off of
all readers to write in and tell
taining and is titled "An Arizona city of Murray and said Diuguid the West end of lot No. 88 as
how they like section two of the
Cowboy". The public is Cordial- received title to said property by shown by plat of the town of MurLedger & Times called The ,Stete
ly invited and a small admission deed from J. C. MeElnith October ray and same recorded in ,Deed
Farmer. Here is my answer. 'Fine,
of ilk end 15 cents will be -charged. 17. 1898 and recorded in Deed Book Rnek• H. page 496 in the °Mee of
it carries news of treat interest to
9, page 538 in the office of the the Clerk of the.. Calloway County"
the farmer and all other evaders
Clerk of Calloway County Goust,
Court and he will next sell off of
There is perhaps
of it. Come on everyone, give an
Also Lots Nos. 11. 12, 13. 14. and said lot on the East end thereof, a
answer on how you like it and let
no element more
Mock 2 in the Beale and Holton portion of same' seventy-five 075)
us continue to get it by giving a
addition to the town of Murray feet fronting on Main Street. in the
important in the
reit:vase showing its popularity.
slrvan place) and plat of same re- city of Murray and described as
Stripping
last rites thap the
tobacco is cammon
corded in .Deed Book 30. page 239 follows: A part of lot No. 68 in the
these days as it has been and is
element al _sincerClealc of_ Callo- town of-Murray-as alisearie-by plat-tin.tbeAffire
a g... seascin Some few' ifeinid
way County Court. skated July 6, ie said town recorded in Deed '
Callou-sy Circuit Court
ity. And•u nder
here have sold with others- trying
1929. and recorded in Deed Book Book H. page — in the office of
E S. Diuguld Jr.. Administrator
to.
the direction of an
54. page 529 in the office of the the Clerk of tha Calloway County
of K S. Diuguid Sr..'
---.•
Mr.Pared Mrs. Jim Thompson and
experienced staff,
Plaintiff Clerk . of Calloway County Court. Court and described as - follows-.
family had as guests Sunday Mr.
Also the following described Being seventy-five 175) feet East
Vs. Judgment
that sincerity is
and Abe Bowman "St. John and
Lottie Diuguid. Widow„ Katherine land: As' a ,part of the S. Ess_Qr, and West and one hundred .four.
'alma
•
perKirk; M.
-s. W E. Taylor ann Hus- or-Sec. 14. T. 2. R. 4 East and i1041 feet North and South and
'Week end guests in the homes
fectly maintained
band. W E. Taylor, Marie Virginia bounded as follows: Beginning being the East end of Lot. No. 68
of
N.
G.
Wall
and
daughter Marie Diuguid,
in all the services
19 Years of Age, James eighty 480) poles North of the above described and bounded on
and Mr.- Bernice Grogan. were
Ed Diuguid. 17 Years of Age. Bank South East corner of said Section; the North by Main Street and on
we conduct.
Prof. and. Mrs. K. G. Grogan of
of Murray. Elmus Trevathan, E.. J. thence West one hundred twenty. the East by Sixth. Street. For ,
Gilbertsville. Ky.
eight (128) poles; thence South source of title see Deed from B. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rayburn
five 4 5 poles; thence East one Bourland to E. S. Diuguid dated
of Murray visited Mrs.- Rayburn's.
hundred twenty-eight 1128) poles June 9. 1884 and recorded in peed
The
. parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lon White
to the Section line: thence North Book X. page 574 in the office of
and family the rn past week.
J. H. Churchill
five 5) poles to the beginning the Clerk of the Calloway County
Mr. and Mrs. Rube Alton and
containing four 14) acres. Si.,
Court.
Fureral Home
family visited 14. and Mrs. Will
•Also: Beginning eighty (P) poles
He will next sell lot ho.:71:
7
first d'Y
Ilible4
Alton and- daughter Sunday_
Telephone '7
Salve—Nose HEADACHES North bf the S. E. Corner of See. the town of Murray, Kentucky and
Visakeeliferdand
:fed son Euen of
Drops
Murray. Ky.
in So mites, 14. 2. 2. .R. 4 East; thence North
ich fronts.
' one • hundred four,
sisegeasee
fifff-ifflt and Three-fourths (913 3-4)
1 feet on -Meth etreet arid
polass-Lte-47414elt--IsettL:inieltree; .thence fifty-six, and two- .18,5 I-7.) feet KW :and west and.
fourths 056 2-41 poles to small' one .hundred four (104) feet North
sassafras; thence South fifty-six and South as shown by the plat of
and three-fourts (56 3-4) poles to the town of Murray recorded- -in
a small black gum: thence East Deed Book H. page 496 in the offifty-six and three-fourths (56 3-41 fice of the Cie'k of the Calloway
poles to the beginning.
County Court and for source of
Also: Beginning
one hundred title reference is made to deed, of
thirty-four and three-fourths (134 D. E. Bourland to K S. Diuguid
.4
an. ccor
ner of said Section: thence run- in Deed Book X. page 574 inathe
ning West sixty-two and one-half office of the Clerk of the CalIo(62 1-2) poles to a point for a way County Court,
beginning to lay off said teie acres:
He Will next sell [he following
thence South fifty-six and three- described real esate and tieing
rrHERE was a time when the price
THE WORLD
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But Buickhas changed that.Forexample,
the sleek Buick Special at $765* factory
list has the same basic Buick quality as
the lordly Limited at more than twice
the price!

'I INS+ „tr

-

Increase in 1935 .
Increase in 2 Years

.

S 571,029.42
827,795.16
1,006,135.71
.

.

1--

..

'•

Gov't Bonds-Dec. 31,/934-\lGov't Bonds Dec. 31, 1935

$138,159.51

255,270.34
117,110.83

Increase in Gov't Bonds
We

Want

178,340.56
435,106.29

Your Business and Will Take Good Care of It

"Bar‘k o5jIt\arca
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
All Accounts Insured up to $5,000.00

It has the same more efficient type of
valve-in-head straight-eight engine. The
same smooth, lash-free torque-tube
drive. The same tiptoe hydraulics, solid
steel "Turrerrop" roof,"Knee-Action"
gliding ride.
The difference is in size and capacity and
finish. All Buicks are big in ptiviiet afid
ability, beautiful inside and out, &ticks
to the innermost fibre.

GIVE THEM PLENTY OF

Pasteurized Sunburst
For milk is nature's most perfectly balanced
food. They never'get too much and seldom
enough for the be possible condition of health.

Bring your POCIcithibbic Iteke and lel eit
choose from four cars that range in
price from $765 factory list to $1945*.
*YOU CAN AFFORD THE NEW OUICK
AZ tott/9.44 a re the itt prices at Flint, Mich.,
U•J subject to c hange without notice.Standard
and special accessories groups on all models at
extra coSt. All Buick prices include safety glass
thcoaghi.ut asstandardsquipment. Convenient new

$7

-HO-OTHER CAR IN
FEATURES
THESE
HAS ALL
••
-Eight Engine .

Yeivesie-Head Straight
Cbassis . • • ,
... Sealed
Pistons
Fisher
Aeolite
Top" Body by
Luxurious "Turret
Ventilation . • . Tiptoe
No Draft
--with Fisher
-Action Contort
... Knee
Hydraulic Brakes
••
-Tube Drive •
.. Torque
Control
and Safety •
Heat
and
Spark
Automatic Startint,
Comp•rtitnents . •
...Built-in Luggage
Stebiliser.
Front-End Ride

Then look upon the best buy money
can produce. Whatever Buick you pick
you'll get longer life, inose tasteful
style,-deeper comfort, a more satisfying'
car to own.
The new GMAG 6% Time Payment
Plan brings down the Cost of buying on
time. You'll be surprised at how little per
month lets you own a Buick. Come in
and let us show you how you can use this
saving to get a better car than you've
been driving.

chific 6% TIME PAYMENT PLAN

During the winter months, partia_g_il rly.
give them between meal glasses to build,up _resistance to colds and winter ills.

RETURN MILK BOTTLES
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT
BMA WILL BUILD THEM

When you buy a bottle of milk, you assume an obligation to see that the empty bottle is returned to the route
man or the grocery from which you bought the milk.

Murray Milk Products CO.
Telephone 191

L. S.' Anderson Motor Co.
108-10 North Seventh Street

Mayfield, Kentucky

-

•
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tag

the main story about a car's
quality. Low price, low quality — high
price, high quality.

You are cordially invited to study our statement and
we will burriato explain any of it that you do not understand.
Deposits Dec. 31, 1933
Deposits Dec 31 1934
_ Deposits, Dec-.-31, 1935

rait8/6

I told

It is naturally very gratifying to us and we want
to express our thanks and appreciation to our friends and
customers who have made it possible, that our deposits
have exceeded the million mark and show splendid increases over the past year and the one before it.
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"Family and Safety Rally" To Be Staged by
N.C.& St. L., L.& N. Employees Jan. 28th
•

Plans are rapidly maturing for
-Piestiii")'
.Sidees
eriteeteinment to be held jointly by
emplctes of The Nashville & St.
Lout* Railway. The
Nashville
;Terminals and The Louisville &
Nashville Railroad, at the Fyman
Auditorium in Nashville, on the
evening of January 28th, according to W. C. Crutchfield, chairman of the publicity committee.
A 'large attendance is expected,
and in all probability special trains
will be arranged for the accommodation of employees and their
families located at a distance from
Nashville on the several divisions
of the two Railroads.
A very attractive program has
been arranged.
In addition to
brief informal addresses by the
residents o'U the
Messrs. J. B. Hill and Fitzgerald
liall„-sa number of good vaudeville acts are listed for the occasion. Each of the companies sponsoring the show' will furnish its
quota of talent-the L. & N. will
bring from Louisville along with
other acts its famous twenty piece
orchestra; and The N. C. & St. L.
will feature its "Dixie Line Male
Chorus", composed of a hundred
voices, under the able direction
of W. Ovid Collins and with J.
Alexander Koellein as pianist.
A unique feature of the program will be an exhibition of a
real track-laying scene accompanied by "short dogging" (a musical_ trick practiced by expert spike
ma ulors .
A section of the auditorium will
be reserved for colored employees
and their families,
Radio Station W.S.M. has arranged to broadcast the program.
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Faxon Hi News
This week is the beginning of the
second semester, with two new
high school students. Pauline Milstein and Relma Ross both freshmen, also a number of pew grade
students.- The school is busy at
present, trYing out and chosing
students 'for the musical events
and. debating.
•
The debate team is as follows.
affirmative - Talmadge Burkeen,
Lona Mae, Elkins and Wilson Gantt.
Negative-Wayne Dyer. Imogene
Farris and Jerlene Bogard, and
Myreva Thompson, substitute.
Athletics
The Faxon Cardinals went to
Concord Friday 'night, January 10.
The Cardinals although defeated
. bore oil- through the game With a
smile. • 'The COnslOrd Reds played
a Uard fought an fastgame all
thisllnil through. The lineup follows:
Faxon
Pos..
Concord
Thompson
Young 31
Falwell 3
Blalock 10
Barnett 2
Moody
Donelson 8
Patterson
G
Gantt 14
Bucy 8
G
'Substitutes'. -wssive-reasbni----10/41-,
loughby. Garland, Wells 1. Concord: Evans.
The second team met with hard
fought opposition but
defeated
Concord by a score of 14-10. The
second
teams
were far better
matched .in --sae and goal shooting.
The Cardinals met with better
tuck Saturday, January 11, by defeating Oakton Whites by a score
of 54-18.
The lineup:
Faxon
Pos.
Oakton
Thompson 10
Rash 12
F
Gantt 10
F
Rogers
Barnett 10
Warren 2
C
Willoughby
G
Rash
Donelson 8
G
Kelley 2
Substitutes were: Faxon-Falwell 9. Garland, Wells and E.
Thompson. Oakton: Rogers 2.
The WhiteS played- a good game
but the Cardinals had the advantage as they were on their home
floor. The Oakton second team
was matched with our midget
team. The scores were in favor
of Midgets, 28-7.
Don't forget our game with Almo
here Friday night,' January 17 and
Hazel Friday night week, January
24.
_
F. F. A. Notes
Preparation And Sterilization of
----Nebacco Plant Bed
Plant beds should be plowed in
the fall, if possible. Fall-plowed
land mellows during the winter
and is in good condition for making a seed-bed in Me speing. In
addition it is dtificult to get the
seed-bed into good condition and
firm enough to held moisture well.
Where manure is to be used on a
talent-lacd.-soicept -o-peemetient
it should be applied preferably in
the fall, after the ground is plowed, and worked into the soil
thoroughly. Only fairly well rated
manure is suitable for the plantbed.
Tobacco plants are sa small when
they first make theit appearance
that they cannot st.a
much cornpetition from weeds. It has long
been the practice i
11 southern
tobacco-growing dis
is to burn
brush, poles, etc..
the bed
after preparing the
1 -far seedtrig. This _________
weed
and is also Of
in destroying disease orga
s and insects
near the _ _su
e of the
ground.
There are two met
of'
izing, first, that of h
the soil
'Of using
by fire and second,
-tins the
steam. The,first sti

Lynn Grove Hi

A NEW TOP BRACKET CQN1EDY TEAM

We are beginning the second
semester of school. Several new
stusients have enrolled. ,They. are
arTollows: First,grade: Doyle Hopper. Harry-•
Lee Smith, Donald Lawrence, Willie Ruth Cole and James Huntly
Harrison.

one that is followed most in Western Kentucky. The bed should
always be leveled and made ready
fur seeding before burning, so
that it need only be raked lightly
after burning Is complete& Weed
seeds are destroyed to only a slight
depth, and if the ground is stirred
to any considerable depth, live
Second grade: Colic Lee Cole,
seeds will be brought to surface. Lee Edwin
Hopper, and James
isloyd Smith.
We are very sorry of the illness
Third grade: Reba Jo Cathey
of one of our eighth grade stu- and Gordan Britain,
dents. Dorothy Nell McDaniel, who
Fourth grade: Trove Dell-Cole,
has been in the Clinic-Hospital on
Bonell Key and Martha Nell Hopaccount of pneumonia and appenper.
dicitis.
We sincerely hope she
Fifth grade: Geneva Brittain.
will be able to return to scheol
Sixth grade: G. C. Smith and
soon.
Charles B. Stark.
Two of our teachers MesWalston,
Seventh grade: Harve Smith.
agriculture teacher, was out on acNinth grade: Rev. Cloys Lawcount -of - Miless of his family and rence.
-r
Miss Folwell, English teacher was
Sophomore: Mary Litcille Hayout for three days on account of den.
laryngitis. Both are back this
Week.
Mr. Arnett and Mr. Jeffrey acOne of the greatest possible comedy combinations of Hollywood has been
The women of the community companied ten basketball
bli/Y9 to brought together In Hugh Herbert and Helen Broderick, eo-festured In
are very sorry to lose Miss Win- Birmingham Saturday night. The the rollicking
RED Radio musical hit, "To Beat the Band." Screen fans
chester in the teaching of the trip
w as
thoroughly en-lived know Herbert and stage audiences are well aware of the artistry of
Miss
Broderick,
Home Arts and Craft work.
whose first movie role was with Fred Astaire and Ginalthough they 'received defeat with
ger Rogers in -Top Hat." Another "Top Hatter" in the cast is Eric
a score of 24-22. The "bunch" More. Ben Stoloff directed the
production. from a story by !George
visited the State penitentiary at Marion, Jr.. with the screen play by Klan James, The California ColEddyville and other points of in- legians is one of the attractions of the show. At the CAPITOL THEAterest. They played an excellent TRE SUNDAY and MONDAY.
game of ball from start to finish.
The boys go to Kirksey Friday
The Benton Redskins overran
night to try to break their unthe Murray Tigers Tuesday night
excelled playing record.
13-9 playing a faster game of ball
Murray High comes here Satur-'
and scoring with much greater
The Hardin High School live deThe Murray High School won
day evening for the next tilt on
ease. The Tigers lost the basket
feated Almo at Almo Friday.night their fourth game of the season
the home floor.
and made only two field goals,
28-11 while the second team of Friday night when they completely
one in each half. Five of their
Visitors ot the week are: Hattie the Blue and White Warriors de- outplayed the Dawson Springs five.
points were free shots out of 12
Kathryn Parks, Opal Miller, Mary feated Hardin 16-7. Hardin held Coach Springer's men were fast
chances. The Benton five were
Kathryn Hobson, Paul BoYcl, Char- a 11-4 lead at the half and the and handled the ball well on
less apt at free shots making only
lotte Jordan, Robbie Nell Myers,' game was decidely Hardin's soon numerous occasions but could not
one out of 11 trys.
after the opening.
hit' the basket after securing posiCovet Myers, Edwin Warren.
Lineups:
tion. They missed ten free shots,
The lineups:
Benton 13
Pos.
Murray 9
Ilardin 28
Pos.
Almo II making one. Murray made several
Peck 4
F
West 3
J. Pace
Scott 1 long shots successfully and their
Culp 2
Clark
J. Trimble 10
Edwards guarding game was good. Ward led
Copeland
C
Starks 2
D. Pace 5
Lassiter 3 the scoring with nine points and
Story?
Ward 3
P. Trimble 8
Beale 7 his hard defensive work led to his
Creason
G
Irvan 1
The Concord Redbirds will meet Ross 4
Culver going out in the last minute of
Substitutes: Murray-Wells, Hur-..Hardin Friday night at Concord.
Substitutes: Hardin: Crosby, 1. play on fouls.
ley. Benton: Dawes, Holland.
Both teams are strong fives and a
Second team game:
The lineups:
good game is expected. Hardin Almo 16
Pos.
Hardin 7 Murray 24
Pos,
Dawson 11
The Murray Tigers will go to trampled. _Almo last 'week end
Roberts
Starks West 4
F
s
Brandon 5
Lynn Grove Saturday night to play 28-11. Concord has won over the
Coursey 4
F
Martin' 3 McNutt 2
F
Meadows 2
the Wildcats and Tuesday night of Murray Tigers, the oily team deCleaver 1
C.
York Starks 4
Morris 2
next week the Fulton Bulldogs feating Ty Holland'afloermen.
Jeffrey 1
Crosby' 4 Ward-9
G
Gentry 2
will come to Murray.
Smith 10
..G
Gary hear: 2
G
Eli
Approximately 218 acres of land
Substitutes: Hardin-Brown and
Sebstitutes: Murray-Wells,. 3;
Tobacco has been given a good were terraced in Graves county Pace.
Hurley, Clark. Dawson: Johnson.
cure in about 20 Leads county last month, at a cost of 94
cents
Hoover..
barns With ridge ventilators.
an acre,
It Pays to Head the 'Classifieds Referee: Edmonds. M.S.C.

Benton Overruns
Murray 13 to 9

Hardin Tops Almo Tigers Top Dawson
Warriors 28-11
24-11 Friday Night

Concord Fixe Plays
'Hardin Friday Nite
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ly in the tourney and not taking
in consideration any performance
in pre-tourney play. Last year
Just wondering what will happen one of the most, illuminating playWe were sorry because of the
era in we-tourney- play went into
Friday. nigist when' the ezlinfical,
untimely death of Connie RadMissouri Mules of Maryville'tof: a skis*. at the ..acginning of the ford, who was reared up near
tourney play and never pulled out
lege and the Thoroughbreds of
during
the entire contest. Of Coldwater. Died at SI. Louis,
Murray State • College clash in d
course it was tough to take but of pneumonia, age 39. Also my
cage encounter. The Cutchirunen
it
as only fair and square thee good friend Tom' Brinn,whom I
have been setting a fast pace and
had known past 40 years; passed
it remains to be seen whether the officials -drop hie name Zr
away Saturday. January 11, 1936.
further remarks,
the "Donkeys" can plug along
More about movers: Virgil Cocho o aStubbornly enought to pass the
The dope on Calloway vAnners ran moved to his home that he
"Horses" at the wire.
for the 1936 "rag" is shady after bought of Mr. Nanney, one mile
O 0 0 0
dropping off Kirksey from the list South of Stella; Linn Parker to
At Lynn Grove Saturday night
of contestants. Concord, Murray Jodie Cochran place near Penthe .Mairray Tigers and Coach Nigh, and Faxon'
are likely to ny; Jack Cochran to Daniel McJeffrey's Wildcats will held a proye difficult opponents for the Keel farm; Edd Magness to Lee
meetin' to find out which is "best Eagles at any time. Hazel, Almo Scholes• residence; and -Marvin man'. The Murray Tigers have and the Training School Zre of un- Magness to Fate Gilbert farmknown qaulity for tourney play at fine, up-to-date neighbors.
about worn out the hardwood in
A little girl of Mr. and Mrs. Luiti
sharpening up their claws for this present.
The
ability
of the
Kirksey Adams of Coldwater was slightly
tilt.
Eagles to hit a fast and heavy pace hurt _Son&iy afiernosm 127
IT The opening Of their season and driven by Errett Brady. The acYeh. 'and the Kirksey Eagles
have been brightening up their to hold it clear through tourney cident was unavoidable. The child
optics for the Lynn Grove Wild- play is something to talk about. was playing in the street.
cats who will visit their floor Fri- It keeps me on edge for it is not
John
Morgan, near the iron
logical in the realms of basketday night. Coach Jeffrey's men
bridge was on the sick list last
will have to surpass past efforts if ball to hit top .speed so early in week.
the season and keep it all the
they take the nod from Coach
On Murray Route 1 there Is two
way through.
Darnell's lads.
When the Eagles take on Brew- Mrs. Bernce Morgans and Joel
O 000
ers the last of the month Coach Cochran and Joe Cochran. Say?
The coaches and squads of Callmen will
meet their Will Whitnell (mail mane don't
oway high schools will be guests Darnell's
that beat the Dutch? Enough to
stiffest
cobTpetition
for
Karl
of Murray State Saturday night
Johnston has a great bunch of make- a ,brass monkey dance to a
when the Thoroughbreds meet
ball players. The Eagles need horn pipe. "
Union College (Ky.),.a new-comer
Wrong to say insu:ting remarks
to this section, for a clash of more and better opponents if they about other
folk's religion-nickfigure at taking a crack at State
baskets. Murray State officials
names and so forth. ungentlemanly,
honors again.
are, giving the lads their money's
uncalled fof.
worth when they open the house
Congress ought to appoint a comto this game. In my opinion it
mittee to examine
those "ugly
will be a "honey".
mugs" that are endeavoring to ruin
O 000
the farmers' products. Yes, look
Plat are under way for the
them over. -Unconstitutional (?)
Saturday morning Captain Inglis
Calloway county net tourney and
their heel! The American Tobacco
the dates have been set for Feb-7 called the meeting to order. The combine and other manufacturing
ruray 13, 14 and 15th. The second laws and motto were said, songs companies are organ iied.
They
teams of the schools will also take were sung, and the remainder of should NOT bite
the hand that is
part in the tournament for the the -timt was devoted to passing feeding them. Awful
things ins the
first time. This is no bad Idea for tests and playing games.
sea. Jonah he swallowed the whale,
Saturday night at'7 o'clock the
several reasons some of which
Lum'n Abner's 1936 almanac is
are thet it will place men in Scouts attended a party at Captain "thee thing". Grand-poppy
Spear*"
tourney plats whieh -will take the le-leis' home, in honor of the Cohn .kald-thatlie
- bad read it 7 times
stage fright out of them for next who won the Scout contest.Many from kiver 'to kiver.
year's varsity tourney; it also gives games were played, the prizes goI.ike the Hebrew children. I hang
the lad, who is not quite up to ing to Marion Scharborough. Fran- my hat on the willow tree.
varsity par, deserving recognition; ces Gatlin. and Mary Elizabeth
-"Eagle"
it will give the coach a lineup on Bennett. At the last of the pally.
refreshments
were
next' year's prospects; it will boost delightful
It pays to read the classified ads.
attendance and give added pep to served.-Nancy Mellen. Scribe.
the occasion.
To clear up a point that, has
in . the past caused some misunderChiropractor
Office at Home, 609 West Main
standing and that is the selection
of tourney all-star team.
Mondays, Wednesdays. Fridays
The
men picked for this team are
In Afternoon
Dale & Stubblefield
the ones performing most brilliantCorner Drug Store
I P.,M. to 6
M.

RALPH'S RANGLES

Stella Gossip

-4

Girl Scout News

Dr. W. C. Oakley

F.

0

25c

DRESS PRINT

Brilliantly clear, solid colors,
also fancy dots, plaids, two- tone checks and novelties. 36
inches wide. tubfast dyes . .
guaranteed by Pepperel Mills

Claridge 71x90 Seamless Sheets
Im-urerra-ed-W1-de-RFowriNTUSTiii
15c yard wide Drapery Cretonne
16c Double Nap Fancy Outings 4
39-inch heavy Brown Muslin
9-4 Pepperell 45c Sheeting
22x44 inch Turkish Towels
29c Turkish Towels, 20x40
15c Huck Towels, taped, 16x30

59c
5- 1-2c
10c
11c
10c
29c
29c
19c
8c

IN
OUR
/VW

Final Clearance

WOMENS
- COATS

SALE

Clearance of Women's

FINE FOOTWEAR

$5.75 to $12.88

69c

"Beauty - Bright" quality
spreads, permanently crinkled in wanted coins.

Men's $2.49

CORDUROY
PANTS

$188

-Sport Models.
-Arch Supports.

-3 to 9 Sizes.

$1.00
9.49

Completely wool lined, select horsehide-

Black and brown
in plain styles. &
novelties. _

15c yard wide Dress Prints

SUITS
$12.88

9c yd.

79c

Ileavy. durable coveralls for
children from 3 to 8 years.
Have long sleeves and legs.
fully sized-and-reltiforeed at
all points of strain. Limit3 pairs per person.

44c

-

48x4.8 inches, Trojan Fabrics. Beautifully colored
plaid and checkered pattern covers for tea and
luncheon time. Hemmed on four sides. Colors inelude reds, blues, greens, orchid, rose and gold.
Only 34 in the lot.

duos./

CASH DEPARTMENT STORFS

"KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES"
401111111101111111

wcarinr.

COVERALLS

69c Chk. and Plaid Table Cloths

"

long

Boys' 59c Doublewear

Vat dyed colors, fast to washing dress prints in a
fine selection of patterns; desirable for making
early spring dresses. These-are new, full bolt
prints-not remnants, but priced at a remnant ,able bargain figure.

PLAIN BACK MODELS IN
SIZES 34 ot 48
Pleated Back YOUNG MEN'S
STYLES-34 to 42' .
Final Mark Downs from
$18 to $20
Yene-teirestrietrci-eh nice of-tkig=
her priced suits. Many are yeararound weights-good in any
season. Plain backs or sports
styles with pleats and tucked
vokes. Get next to three all
wool serges, soft checks, all wool
worsteds, cassimeres, fancy flannels and tweeds.

made,

bottoms, dark greys and neat
stripes, 30 to 42 waist measurements. Wonder values!

ALL WOOL

11111101AN

tell

Pants: wide leg style. calf

59c

Close Out!
Men's and Young Men's

Boys' and
Girls' p•immimme.

OXFORDS
36 to 44 Miles; heavy winter
weight cotton unions; easy
crotch, snug fitting and warm
Long sleeves and ankle
lengths.

$1.00 Gloves --

--2A to D Widths.

Choose from fine kid lesikkers,
rough grains suedes; in novelties
snd informal styles. 'Every pair
- guaranteed for outstanding beauty,
smartness, comfort and workman..ss e

UNION SUITS

PANTS

cluded.

4-All Heel Heights.

'Wide leg slacks and conservative styles. 30 to 40 sizes.
Extra well tailored.

Men's 85c Ribbed
Winter Weight

-

Right reserved to withdraw
this value as sold out! 15-inch
extra asorbent toweling

This is the final-the last call
to our winter coat section.
It's now -or wait another
year because these fine coats
will be snapped up in a hurry by women who KNOW
BARGAINS! The best selling
styles of the season are In-

-Dress Styles.

BED SPREADS

PART LINEN...,
TOWELING

Sports Styles or Fur
Trimmed

-$1.98 to $3.49 Values.

$1.00 Seamless
Scalloped Edge

17c Colored Border

Men's $3
Knee
High

RUBBER
BOOTS

lace high with
wi
heavy bottoms.

$1.98

.
25c Tuck-Stitch
Winter Weight

PANTIES

\Verne rayon and cotton
"snuegy" panties. Have rubber elastic watathands; skintight, flexible knit kneea.
Firet--eonte -first-zerved- lib
-felbefe•

•

Ii

•-•
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h
in the (nut)
Phillip, and Carroll
i II
f •
W:41 el,
And Mutchier
'!"Reed
1"" 1"h
I
I"PPer were
r" •i held en: reir.4. scoreless
Graham
Brilliant -was not up to his usual goal110U Put" I
shooting form but since in the
GiMse. Au-re-eine
spectacular guarding
Mame. Doable Score.
Both teams were nervous and
atiiiisstd many tree shot? except CapThierreghbreds
Won
'The Murray
in Phillips who dropped them in
one of the most decisive basketball with cool abandon.
Murray got
games from Western in the ath- off in front in the first minute and
letic history of the ' two $chools the Western team was never able
Wednesday night by doubling the ,to catch the fast-flying Thoroughscore on the Hilltoppers before breds.
Though the half ended
snore than 2.000 fans in the local
114. Murray pulled away rapidly
auditorium. The Racehorses gave in the final half and Diddle pulled
one of the ablest exhibitions of
first-string playem
tins final
guarding .in years to 'hold -the six
minutes when they were hopevaunted visitors to 5 field goalt' leuly beaten.
The entire Murray quint.' which
The Racehorses play MaryVtle.
played without a substrution until Mo.. Teachers here Friday night
'Lulu" Graham brilliant little for- and Union College.. Kesetticigy, on
ward fouled out in the closing the local floor Saturday- evening.
minutes and was replaced
by Murray 131) Pos. Weider& (lin
Mantle. Captain
unn,' P11iU,p.., CIitharn.
= F
MUT
played inspired :ball despite three Burdette. 11
F
Reed
personal fuels in the first half and McKeel? 4
McCrocklin, 6
C
dropped in a pair of baskets and Phillips. 8
.0
Dudgeon. 3
four . free shots. "Red Burdett*. Carroll, 5
Garner, 1
the Junior college luminary. play-, . Subs: Murray, Mantle. Western
Mg Mt first beatiNfle
Ctitchin, LiiiVrerice, 2: Cooper. 2: McCreary,
was the high scorer with 11 points. 1. Lamar. ErcirAiey, Moulton. Referee.
making as mar*. field goals as the Chest
entire visiting team.
McKeel. Murray center.- ---:also
&titian Wrestles Here
drew three personals in the first

'BREDS PLASTER
WESTERN 31-15

but

the

I.

L

All Re-elected bv
Murray Consumers

DANCE

36

Johnson - Fa it Music Co.. dealer
The boara
'directors. officers in Murray for Frigidaire Ceepoe
antFM. I. Whitnell. nalingitFr. tilai-rption, has received .an
invitation
all re-elected by Hite stockholders from John la. McGregor, preludes'.
of the Murray Consumers Coal & McGregor's In. distributors. at
Ice: Co.., at the annual stockhold- Mcrephis, to meet with officials
of
ers meeting last week. Mr. Whit- Frigidaire at the Ellis Auditorium
nell has been the manager for the on January 21 for a preview
of
past two years.
1936 models and sales and adverThe officers are R. H. Hood. Using plans.
president:
W. S. Swann, viceHe will take with him his super.
president and Tremon Beale, secvisas and salesmen, so that they,
retary-treasurer. They with F. B.
too. may witness the presentation
Outland. L. D Outland. T. H. m
a3a plans.
Stokes and M. T. Morris compose
1 H.
J. Walker. Jr.. manager of
the board of directors.
Frigidaire's public utilities division, will head a party of DayARREST- -NEGROES
ton, 0., officials who will come to
Sam Hayes and Coil Foster, Memphis for the conference, Mr.
Negroes,- were arrested by city • of- McGregor said."Frigidaire has interesting sales
ficers and placed in )ad this week
on a charge of breaking into and advertising plans in the makfreight cars on the side tracks here. ing for it 1938 ;selling activities,"
-are atteged-to- have
foor hampers of sweet potatoes on organization of nearly 20.000 men:
Thursday night. January 9. They together In strategically located
are in county jail awaiting a hear- cities for presentation' of the new
models and plans."
ing
•-

CMOS'IF41 Et
Mtitigilnt

on Ttiesclay Night

Promoter - Gayle Stiruion syill
wrestle Tuesday night for the second time since he gave up his
refereeing lieense to again enter
mat events. Stinson at 220 pounds
will meet Johnny Marre2057 of Little Rock. A newcomer and the
only new face on the mat card for
Tuesday night.
, The card Tuesday calls for a
eo vati c double main go with "Titantic"
Sinkey meeting Roy Welch. Both
01%14,
are'well known to fans and Welch.
one of Murray fight fans' greatest
favorites, is appearing here for the
first time in many weeks. Both
•
-events being attractive to fight
fans, a large croiWil expected
The events last week drew a nice
crowd, one of the largest in sevateral weeks
The. match between
stumpy Count- Petro Rossi and
MURR.4
SinkeY 'amused Ifie erci7
o7d
greatly. The count appeared- more
like a Russian scholar than a
wrestler with his goatee: monocle,
Popular Music bushy head-dress and tendency toward obesity. His ring performance was quite different from his
apiiearance however and he gave
his . stocky bpponent much trouble
in his winning of two out of three
falls:

Johnsop-Fain Invited to
.1.
Frigielaissa *wow

WANTED MAN AND WIFE -to
run local coffee agency. Earnings
up to $300 in a month. I send
everything
needed. No money
risk. Ford Sedan given if you
qualify
Details free. 41.bert
Mills. 46 Monmouth, Cincinnati.
O. k
lip
PADUCAH AUCTION Co., 2nd
and Washington. Paducah, will
hold livestock auctions every
Thursday the balance of the season Bring us your cattle and
hogs and any other livestock you
wish to sell. We always get,market price or better.tf

To The Winners of

' i•
TO ALL My FRIENDS-I am now
lu'rated at liloY Rudolph's. Your
business Will be appreciated. H
Henderecn, Phone 9105.
J33P

MRS. NEWT PARKER received the first prize
-handsome and useful 616,50 Gladstone Bag.
received the second
$10.00 in merchaisdise.
MRS. J. I. FOX

MRS. ROBERT LOVETT

rceived

prize,

the

third

prize, a 9x12 Gold Seal Rug.

F DRESS'MAICING. henittitching.
Buttcn-makinfr at
Miss Dona
Padgett's old place over National
Stores, Stella Haley.

ityan

To

each arid everyone of you who participated in this-sale. Ave most since rety thank you.
-

INVOICING IS COMPLETED
4141g,tett-teti-et-144.v.Q.icistlg.-1KAS ,t•nm pletnti

And

many

now

items in

merchandise

thia.wetk _

were opened.

A part wool 70x80 Blanket
.. $1.98 the pair
Men's Wool and Cotton Jackets, zipperlfront,
for these two days
$1.65 each
froist,

$1.5per

DON'T FAIL TO INVESTIGATE THESE
We invite you to trade at RYAN'S where you
Will always find QUALITY a main. consideration
kind PRICES always fair and considerate.
, •

_Trade At

RYA

3 for
25c
No. 2 1-2 can Hominy,
3for
2Sc
Large can Hot Tamales 14c
Small can Hot Tamales,
No. 2 1-2 can Peaches,
2 for
25c
IN OUR MEAT DEPT.
Pure Pork Sausage, lb. 18c
Rib Roast, lb.
10c
Pork Shoulder Roast, lb. 20c,
Pork Chops, lb.
23c

FAIN & BELL
e Deliver

-Phone 2114--

2 Uta Mother's kaipsade Ina. Ohio Rime Ball

15c

42e; IN OP•
24 lbs. guaran;eed Flour
24 lbs. Queens Choice Flour
100 lbs. Potatoes at dooty____
Se-lb. can Pure Lard
Niee (Irimes' Golden Applies
1241
gallon
Bushel nice Grim*? Apples .41.15
(Bought one track load)
1 lb. Black Pepper ,...
iSo or 180
Sunmaid Raisins
Our 0. K. Coffee,
20e
fancy blend
(Why pay for costly can?)
lk
Bourbon Santos Blended
10c
7 lbs. Fancy Turnips
13c
White Jaw Meat
3 cans 22 1-2 ounce
Van ('amp Pork and Beans 25c
$IM
Wesms Pride of Ittreorn
. 110
2.5c Wheaco Boiling Cereal
17c
2-1b. box C'rackers
2-1b. Jar P. Nut Butter 25c or 28c
_ 5c
Large Grapefruit
Fancy Florida Oranges,
dozen
2k to :ate

Swann's Grocery
Phones 24 and 25
IINIM1111111111111IF'

Kroger Pkgly Wiggly Stores
69
irk
Hou 99c
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

lip

I

Lyon's
Best

C. Club
00
24-Lb. Sk. Ch3C

24-Lb.
Sack

Avondale
24-Lb. Sk. I

NAVY

Thrifty
Big M
Home Talk
24-Lb. Sk,

N.

Choice Hand Picked
9 Pounds

BEANS

or

Sliced PINEAPPLE,
Gallon can

59c

Del Monte PEACHES,
2 1-2 can

17c

PATES, 2-1b. Cell. pkg. 25c

Ili

MURRATELNAfIJc 9:1 MARKET

25c
25c

YELLOW LAUNDRY SOAP°. K. Tunso Brand, 7 bars
ienyt. 2 No. 2 cans 23c Standard Pack, 2 No. 2 anti 15c
r Fnc
CORN C.aibti.
COFFEE C. Club, Lb. 25c French, Lb. 19c JEWEL,P3ott 15c 43c

-SYRUP, Ketro or Penick,
White or Golden5-pound can
28c
"10-pound can
53c

REGISTERED Poland China black
boar standing at my place near
Vancleave. M. W Burkeen.
ltp

Cash Grocery-

T.-L. SMITH
Pure Food Store
14e
3 Bars Health Soap
II Giant Bars T. & G.
25c
7 O. K. Soap
2.5c
Brass Wash Board
39c
Wet Mops
DC iq 31c
Pure Lard, Henske or Room
4 Pounds
57c
Salt Buts
Itc
1 Lb. Sliced Bacon
30c
50 Lb. Pure Lard
14.49
4 Nice Grape Fruits
15c
3 Nice Heads Lettuice
Pk. No. I Potatoes
25c
Buy or Sell Eggs
25c
Chum Salmon
10c

Del Montt PINEAPPLE,
2 1-2 can
19c

And it is for the sa
misreason that we purchase
the best of meats.-Kan
City cuts and only the
best of home-killed--i order to please her.

FOR RENT-large front bed room,
furnace heat also garage. Mrs.
cr
Bryan Langston.
ltp

FARRIS

Phone,115

and for this reason
hoUse wives. a r e"
nt,o-r-e. yak-tic-War
about securing
quality meats than
arty nth& food.

decorated
RENT-newly
F0 R
rooms one bath. 1.2 or 3 as you
One block of-Court house.
' like
See IX phone. Mrs. Lula Farmer
at Farmer & Hart store or call
' 107
ltp

Next Door to Peoples
Bank

For Friday and Saturday
These Specials:

Rays' All Wout
two days only

."41DDLE AGE WHITE LADY
; wants housework, cooking., sewing
or nursing.
Experienced., Mrs.
Christine Stephens
Me I be r,
Kentucky
J18p

, FOR AV./T-2-room apartment. unfurnished: 'near .the squire Also
1 furnished bedroom
Modern
conveniences. Apply 210 North
Finn, street
If

"Opinion cannot be moulded, but
it can be directed. It is comparable to a river whose course may
be directed" was a statement made
by L. J. Hortin, inistructor of
journalism in Murray State College and director of publications
at the institution, in a lecture to
the elementary journalism group
Thursday morning, January 9.
"Ow uptutonif are hc
o originally
ou-i own" declared Mr. Hortin.
They are suggested to us by
the ones about us. Policy in news
about such govemmcntal topics
:is prohibition, 'eonstitutionalltx of
the N. it. A. arid the Ethiopian
man .3.;ues of national
interest ti.day, causes us to form
our opinions as directed by the
opinions of the newspapers," he
concluded.

AD
.
- SATURDAY

10c

is the
Main Dish in
Any Meal

FOR SALE-new brick about 2000
ltc
See J H Churchill

These Murray and Calloway county house.,
wives along with hundredi; Of .others took advantage of the many values during the
CleanUp Sale.

No. a can Tomatoes,' •

MEAT

4-

Rian's Free Prizes

•

Death of J. A. McDaniel
of Tennessee Is Reported Hortin Say:: Opinion
Moulded, Not Directed

Pancake Flour

Jesse R. Young Dies
Near Brown's Grove

CHURCH OF CHRIST
----There was a marked increase In
attendance last Lord's day and
fine interest manifested. Lets see
it we can make it better still.
mine
FiltiarehiLsoeva
Services -newt Lord's day: Bible
Study 9:43 a. m. followed by scriptural reading. communion service
and fellowship.
Bible class drill conducted by
Carmen Graham 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting each Wednesday
evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial Invitation extended to
all to attend all services.

donation given W. on Thursday
"Ian a we
~a«, Am
profoundest thanks and appreciation. Our dense and prayeii is thtt
our Lord may give the ch)icest of
His blozertas unto -tveq, and yours.
J. J. Or"Ugh ana

WHITE WAY
MARKET

by a snappy, dance
band
Usher Abell Orchestra

ratulations..

old, died last week Oilier home
in Greenfield. 'Tena., of the infirmities of age. Mrs. Rutledge
was a sister to. J. W Clark. this
county, and an aunt of W. E. and
Hulett Clark. bdth- of•iturray. .

J. A Daniel. 70 years of age.
and father of Mrs. DeWitt Wilktha,
of the College Addition, dies' December 20 following a short illness
of diabetes.
Mr. Darnel, eldest son of the late
R. A. and Amanda Small Daniel of
Almstead. Ky.. Logan county, is
survived by five children by his
first marriage to Miss Marietta
Lawrence; three brothers. John of
Logan county and C. E. and R. C.
of California; his widow. Mrs.
Grace -11olk
Daniel and
baby
daughter "Juanelda, and two stepchildren of Gorman. Tenn.
He was ti Christian and was a
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
member of the. Free Will Baptist
Church front which funeral serSunday.caliceol. at 9:30 a. m. The vices were held December 22.
attendance should be enlarged.
Last Sunday was satisfactory owing
It pays to read the classified ads.
to illness in a number of homes.
Preaching at 10.45 a m and 7
p. m. •
e -Rev. 'Ben Foster of
Newport, Ky.. who was unable to
fill his appointment last Lord's
Day. Had two excellent sermons
last Sunday by the'Rev. Havens of
Berea.
Mid-week services in charge of
Red Bird Flour,
the Pollard family. Splendid at24-pound bag
75c
tendance last Wednesday.
The Woman's Missionary Society 10 pounds SUGAR .. 52c
will hold an all day meeting at Early June Peas,
the home of Mrs. Marvin Fulton
No. 2 can
10c
next Tuesday beginning at 10:30 No. 2 can Corn, 3 for ,.25c
a. m. for a book discussion.
r-lb. box Crackers .
12c
Christian Endeavors at usual*
2-1b.
box Crackers .
18c
time.
Puffed Wheat
10c
ALL ALWAYS WELCOME.

MEN
WANTED for
Rawleigh
Routes of 800 families. in northwest Graves. Carlisle. Hickman
-.Counties and Murray. Reliable
hustler should start earning $25
weekly and
increase rapidly.
Jesse Richards Young. 73 years
Write today
Rawleigh, Dept. of age. well known farmer of the
KYA-181-S. Freeport. Ill.
J30p Brown's Grove section. died
1.45 o'clock Monday afternoofe
FOR RENT-one 3-„room apartment Death
resulted from uremic poisonlit floor. 2-rporn apt. 2nd floor. ing
and complications.
garage All modern conveniences.
Funeral services' were held at
Mrs. Etta Williams. 313 S. 5th ltc 2
o'clock Tuesday afternoon at
..•
FOR RENT-La rooms on Pine St Antioch church .with the Rev. .J.
Large garden. good neighborhood. B. Hardeman in charge. InterPosaession at once Joe T. Parker. ment was in the church cemetery.
He is survived by his widget,
agent
ltc
MEN
Mrs_Ida Young, and a host of
25ic
bought
other relatives and friends.
cuUlPlurf
Assnuff
T
ino,
rc•otint
heen
y.a
.t.....2.4
. to
, 25 cents. in FOR SALE-Kobe Jag). Red Clover,
1st and 2nd crop: Pm Hay. See
1111111.1111•111.011•0111
W. V. Kirkland.- 7311_i_r_niyi-Rj
oi
ttate
la

- Saturday Night

W. Clark's Sister
Card of Thanks
-fennessec To the ntenibers of 'Sinking
-•
Spring Bapti.i Church and oTers.
Mrs. Jenifie Rutledge, as •years that had a part in the bountiful

SUGAR
PORK SAUSAGE

Embassy SALAD DRESSING
Quart jar
25c
C. Club FRUIT SALAD,
No. 2 can
19c
Large Sweet PEAS, C. Club
fancy, 2 No. 2 cans . . 27c
CUCUMBER PICKLES,
- Heinz, 24-oz. jar
23c
Pure Fruit PRESERVES-1-pound jar ... ..... 15c
2-pound jar
. 29c
, WHEATIES, pkg.
10c

Pure Cane
10 POUNDS
Country

Style

PURE HOG LARD
SHORTENING
BUTTER
BOLOGNA
HD. LETTIICE
POTATOES
ORANGES
:
Den crif-BANANAL----

TOLLEY & CARSON

FOOD MARKET
BUY HERE AND SAVE MONEY
FLOUR, guaranteed, 24-lb. bag
77c
MEAL, 25-lb. bag, 45c; 10-lb. bag
20c
COFFEE,2 lbs. fresh ground
25c
LARD, pure, pound
15c
CRACKERS, 2-lb. box
17c
GRAPE JUICE, qt. bottle Richliew
34c
BROWN BREAD with raisins, can
28c
BEECHNUT SPAGHETTI,3 cans
25c
OCTAGON LAUNDRY SOAP - 75 bars and 5 Octagon-Powder
25c
MATCHES,6 boxes
19c
Scott County TOMATO JUICE 24-oz. cans, THREE for
25c
We are sole distributors for Richliew and
Topmost Foods

50c

Bulk

Pound

15`

POUND

Bulk
2 Pounds

-Country Club Roil.'
f Pound

Baking Powder,
half-lb. can
5c
%terms, box 3c
Meal, 10 lb.
bag_
19c
-'Snowdrift,
large size, 51.00
Cigarettes,
carton
$1.19
Laundry Soap,
2 bars
Sc
OLEO, 2 lbs. 25c
Kraut, 6 cans 25c We wan to buy Dry Peas and Tobacco Beans.
Toilet Tissue,
MEAT MARKET-Choice Steaks and Chops
7 rolls for
25c
of Kansas City Beef
Lettuce, head . 5c
BACON Clover, pound.English Walnuts,
'
-GIVE US-A-TRIAL
pound
15c--F
!Phone 37
We

Long or Large

Large 5-doz, Size
Head

100-Lb. Bag
$1.43
FLORIDA
12-Lb. Peck
Golden Yellow
Dozen

Large

•
A

C.

5_
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